Chapter 3
Waters

sasmelebis met’oke var—

I am the rival of drinks--

ghvinis, ludis, ts’qlis da rdzisa,

of wine, of beer, of water and milk,

xileulta esencia

the fruit essence

mit’ropane laghidzisa.

of Mitrophane Laghidze.

-- Part of a poem by well-known Georgian Kutaisi poet and nationalist Akaki
Tsereteli greeting the opening of the Laghidze soft drink café in Kutaisi in 1900
(Sigua 1980: 9)

Figure 1: Laghidze’s soft drink label (early)

Soft drinks, sanitation, and civilization.
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This chapter is an exploration of a specific Georgian soft drink, Laghidze’s waters, which
in certain ways is an emblem of Georgian modernity. The Laghidze’s waters café and
factory became emblematic of ‘Georgian modernity’ because it opened in the West
Georgian (Imeretian) city of Kutaisi in 1900, at the dawn of the twentieth century, but
also because it was, like all that is perceived to be ‘modern’, novel, therefore atypical of
its place and time. In some ways, the café echoed the atypicality of Kutaisi itself: in
some ways a small provincial backwater to the Tbilisi, Kutaisi was also a birthplace of
avant-garde and modernist movements in Georgian art (Mchedlidze 1993: 6-7, Magarotto
2006, on Georgian modernism more generally see Ram 2004, 2007, Tsitsishvili and
Tchogoshvili 2006), just as Laghidze’s café was the birthplace in Georgia of modern
forms of urban public sociability, soft drinks and electrical illumination (in 1904):

I remember the first time gas lamps [sic, they were actually electric] were lit in
Kutaisi. They were introduced by Laghidze, who hung them across his fizzy
water plant, near the city gardens. The light of the maps attracted people. Kutaisi
‘society’ would meet around the tables set directly on the pavement, just across
from the plant. Kutaisi was considered to be an aristocratic city where lived the
few surviving impoverished Imeretian (West Georgian) nobles, making up the socalled ‘high society’. (Kutaisi poet Kolau Nadiradze, cited in Magarotto 2006 :
46, 74)

Laghidze’s café, prominently located on Kutaisi’s large central boulevard (Sigua 1980:
9.n2), was memorable because it was unique for its time and place. The café was easily
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outnumbered (in 1913) by a large assortment of other dining and drinking establishments,
some relatively ‘European’ (restaurants, buffets), some more typically Georgian or
‘Oriental’ (sardapis, dukans), including 167 sardapis (wine cellars), 15 ‘houses to spend
the night’ (ghamis gasatevi saxli), 15 restaurants, 8 hotels, 7 dukans (taverns), and three
buffets (Mchedlidze 2002: 10). In many ways such public places for commensal
drinking, ‘architectures of sociability’ (Ellis 2008), are emblematic of modern urban
public life in general. Georgian modernist artists particularly seem to have been drawn to
populating their paintings with public places of commensal drinking and sociability,
whether cafes in European Paris or dukans in oriental Tbilisi, even as their artwork
depicting such scenes of commensality in turn reflexively adorned the walls of their
favorite dukans and cafes (the artwork of Pirosmani is the most famous of these), and
they named their movements and publications after imaginary or real loci of bohemian
drinking and sociability (‘the Inn of the Blue Horns’, ‘the Fantastic Tavern’, etc.)
(Tsitshvili and Tchogoshvili 2006: 98, 135; Ram 2004). But for these bohemian writers
and painters, the stereotypically exotic and oriental Kutaisi and Tbilisi were typified by
the dukan (the Arabic derived word for ‘shop’ in Georgian has the connotation of
‘tavern’), while the stereotypically modern and European Paris was typified by the café.
For Kutaisi modernists like Grigol Robakidze, the opposition between Europe and Asia,
Paris and Kutaisi, is both summed up by the opposition between the European café and
the Oriental dukan, the predicament of the European modernist on the oriental periphery
in Kutaisi is perhaps that they were forced to make the dukan function as a café manqué.
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These young people, who violated the peace of Kutaisi streets with their new
voices….The modernist style of perception of the outside world, manifested in
poetic texts, was their creed. And thus Kutaisi dukans turned into Paris literary
cafes, where together with the harsh sound of the music-box and the obligatory
mravalzhamieri (the name of a polyphonic Georgian song [accompanying
drinking]) the names such as Edgar Allan Poe, Charles Baudelaire, Friedrich
Nietzsche, Oscar Wilde, Paul Verlaine, …were uttered. (Georgian modernist
writer Grigol Robakidze, cited in Tsitsishvili and Tchogoshvili 2006: 97, 133)

Figure 2 K. Zdanevich’s “Old Tbilisi Sketches” (1920) is a typical Georgian
modernist treatment of the urban space of Tbilisi by populating it with scenes of
ordinary public commensality: (clockwise from the top) a dukan, a stand selling
kephyr and ‘sweet limonat’, men seated around a table-cloth (supra) drinking
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wine, a man and a woman seated on the ground drinking wine in traditional
dress, and in the center a boy and girl in more modern clothing seated at a table
holding hands.

But Laghidze’s café seemed to stand apart from all these more characteristically
Georgian architectures of sociable (alcohol-related) drinking, especially the dukan. If the
dukan (with its Arabic name) is redolent of Georgia’s position on the backwards,
traditional, Oriental periphery of Europe, then Laghidze’s café, by its very uniqueness,
seemed emblematic of Kutaisi’s, and Georgia’s, aspirations to European style urban
modernity, so much so that an image of Laghidze’s café could be deployed in a satirical
cartoon to typify the more general problems of ‘Kutaisi entertainment’, in which the
problematic underachievement of normative European modernity was writ large.1

1

(giorgi mchedelidze, rashi gadaaxdevines mitropane laghidzs 800 maneti…postskriptumi 2002 35 (197)

30 sept-6th oct. p. 10)
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Figure 3: “Kutaisi entertainment” (1903) 2

The central problem of ‘Kutaisi entertainment’, the cartoon suggests, is that
backwardness of village life intrudes on the genteel urban public life of the city, as a
villager carrying what appears to a tank full of sewage in a primitive cart is leaking this
malodorous waste in front of a local café, whose sign reads (in Russian) “Laghidze’s
Mineral waters” (the novelty of the product is itself signaled here, mineral waters were
the fizzy drink of the 18-19th centuries, soft drinks apparently were so modern that the
2

(cnobis purceli no. 2238 suratebiani damateba no. 143 1903 p4)
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cartoonist didn’t even know what they were). Laghidze’s café, then a novelty in Kutaisi
and soon to move to Tbilisi as well (1906), is portrayed here as an institution typifying
the aspirations of Kutaisi to possessing a civilized public urban space. The explicit
argument of the cartoon is obvious at a glance: obviously, the gentility of the urban café
scene spoiled by a rough intrusion of the ever-present and smelly life of the village. Or
perhaps, the cartoon is drawing attentions to the tension between the aspirations for
‘European’ modernity (represented locally by Laghidze’s café) and the fact that
throughout this period Kutaisi lacked any kind of sewer system or other provisions for
urban sanitation (Mch’edlidze 1993: 87-88; 209-210). The problem of ‘Kutaisi
entertainment’ is emblematic of the more general problems of modernity on European,
and Imperial, peripheries.
As we saw in the last chapter, cartoons, precisely because they represent a
stereotyped caricature of ordinary life, work (like ritual) precisely by maximizing and
making visible the largely presupposed contrasts latent in everyday life. Consequently,
obvious contrasts abound: between the driver of the cart in traditional Imeretian (West
Georgian) peasant dress and European dress of the genteel folk sitting in the café, but
more importantly between the aromatic soft drinks in the café and the malodorous
leakage from the cart in the street, from which the café people are decorously shielding
their nostrils with scarves. The implied contrast is that variously non-European, colonial
or Oriental public spaces, public cafes and public streets, are defective compared to
European ones. Public urban spaces have different functions, entertainment and
sanitation, kept separate in a European metropole like Paris (for Georgians at that time
instantiating the paradigmatic model of modernity), that are juxtaposed in jarring contrast
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in derivative, colonial outpost like Kutaisi. The Laghidze’s café in Kutaisi is not, after
all, the Parisian Café it seeks to be, any more than a Kutaisi dukan is. Indeed, according
to the ideology of the times, to make it so would require nothing short of a transformation
of all aspects of public urban life, a standardization and segregation of things like genteel
entertainment, and sanitation, orderly city and disorderly village, Europe and Asia.
Sudipta Kaviraj’s discussion of the category of ‘filth’ in constituting colonial modernity
in another Colony (British India) makes an instructive comparison:

As part of this social arrangement, it was necessary to obtain the obedience of the
poor to a bourgeois conception of what it meant for a space to be a modern city.
The ideology of colonial modernity posited a duality between the city and country
in which the city was seen as orderly, hygienic, scientific, technologically
superior, and ‘civilized’. As opposed to the loose disorder of the village, conduct
in the city was more standardized. To institute such regimentation of conduct, the
colonial administration had to employ certain standardizing techniques (Kaviraj
1997:84-5)

Of course, Kaviraj is talking about a different colonial modernity under a different
colonial regime, one, as it happens, not any more able to fully realize its civilizing
mission of what constituted proper uses of ‘urban public space’ than the Russian imperial
colonial regime in Georgian Kutaisi.
Laghdize’s café shared with the Russian Imperial state a kind of colonial ideology
of a ‘civilizing mission’ with respect to Georgian urban life. But Laghidze’s café was not
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an arm of the Russian state. Part of the problem faced the café’s owner, Mitrophane
Laghidze, is his ambivalent position as a kind of ‘subaltern elite’, defining a subaltern
elite (with Partha Chatterjee (1993: 36-7)) here as a kind of elite, common in colonial
situations, who is both in a position of subordination (to the Russian colonial metropole)
and is in a position of authority over someone else (urban Georgian gentry to rural
Georgian peasants, for example). Such Georgian ‘subaltern civilizers’ accepted much of
the hegemonic framework of the civilizing mission of the Russian colonial state, but they
at the same time disputed whether the selfsame colonial state was the most efficient or
only means of achieving these goals. As is frequently argued (e.g. Chatterjee 1993), their
attempts to reform, civilize, or otherwise make public life respectable represents the germ
of a specific kind of anti-colonial nationalism, and certainly this characterizes Mitrophane
Laghidze, the founder of Laghidze’s waters, whose cultural reform projects (including
both the café itself as well as even earlier activities as a publisher of Georgian language
literature) led quite quickly into explicitly political anti-colonial nationalism (including
the publication of politically censored ‘underground’ political literature) (Sigua 1980).
What is the linkage between these various activities as a soft-drink manufacturer,
cultural reformer and political nationalist? As we will see, Mitrophane Laghidze was like
many other Georgian cultural reformers, including his lifelong friend the poet Akaki
Tsereteli, as well as intelligentsia of more varied backgrounds, including various
modernist poets of Kutaisi like Robakidze, in that his activities were aimed at ‘civilizing’
public urban life in Georgia. ‘Civilizing’, then as now, meant for Georgians
‘Europeanizing’ (bringing Georgia out of Asia [which could mean alternately pro or antiRussian political activities, depending on whether or not Russia was understood to be
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‘European’]), ‘modernizing’ (bringing Georgia out of the past into the present), and
creating a orderly public urban life, typified by Laghidze’s café. In this European
narrative, ‘civilization’ or ‘modernity’ was defined both at the intersection of a
teleological, goal-directed, normative conception of time and history (in terms of which
places located in the same calendric time could be said to be differentially ‘traditional’ or
‘modern’, ‘backwards’ or ‘progressive’) mapped onto an Orientalist model of space in
which Europe was the spatial centre of this modernity and Asia of backwardness (Said
1978). Contemporary theories that explicitly engage terms like ‘modernity’ or
‘development’ are really only a final wave in this particular European narrative of
civilizational progress and imaginative geography, and certainly the contemporary
Georgian government’s narrative of historical progress and its uneven distribution across
an Orientalist imaginative geography differs remarkably little from that of the 19th
century Georgian intelligentsia.
Mitrophane Laghidze was in many ways a typical member of an interstitial
subaltern elite with no precise European equivalent, the so-called ‘intelligentsia’, in
Georgia growing out of the déclassé aristocracy, who saw themselves as having a historic
civilizing role mediating the immense social divides that characterized Russian Tsarist
imperial society. By definition Europe could not have an intelligentsia in this sense, for
the intelligentsia’s historic role as they saw it was to pour the life and culture of
backwards, Oriental Georgia into ‘the forms of European life’ (Jorjadze 1901:3).
‘European’ meant civilized, modern, progressive. At the same time, since the 1860s the
nascent Georgian intelligentsia had defined themselves in opposition to the peasantry, the
intelligentsia were literate, enlightened, the peasantry were not, the intelligentsia were
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urban, the peasantry were not (Manning 2004). If the spatial role of the intelligentsia was
to abolish the difference within an Orientalist imaginative geography between Europe
and Asia in Georgia (by assimilating the latter to the forms of the former), a large part of
that was abolishing to divide between the European modern urban intelligentsia and the
backwards, dark, oriental peasantry of the village. Concretely, such civilizing activity
could take many forms, exemplified equally by Laghidze’s ceaseless activity in many
spheres, not merely the making of excellent soft drinks, a café to drink them in, the
electrification of public spaces starting with the café, the theatre and the central boulevard
of Kutaisi, his involvement as publisher of Georgian literature and eventually the
smuggling of prohibited literature, and ultimately anti-colonial nationalist activities, for
which he was three times threatened with exile to Siberia (Sigua 1980). Soft drinks were
for Mitrophane Laghidze only part of a more general civilizing mission.
I point this out here because the story of Mitrophane Laghidze seems ripe for
another sort of interpretation, namely, part of a universalizing western mythic discourse
of capitalism (what is often called a ‘Horatio Alger’ rags-to-riches story) of an aspiring
soft drink entrepreneur (the sort of heroic figure of the entrepreneur as capitalist creative
demiurge canonized in the classic work of Schumpeter (1982) for example), whose
considerable work in the cultural sphere could be assimilated to some sort of Carnegieesque charitable public works. But Laghidze is best viewed not as a Western
entrepreneur manqué, but as a typical Georgian intelligentsia ‘enlightener’ of his
generation, a subaltern civilizer, no different from other intelligentsia of his day except
the special sphere of his operations. Whatever Laghdize was, he was not really much of
a capitalist entrepreneur in the Schumpeterian sense, accordingly, the publicness being
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created in Kutaisi would be modern, but not a ‘bourgeois’, public sphere. Rather than
view Laghidze as a failed entrepreneur (apparently making money was never a big
priority for him), we should see him as a ‘sulbaltern elite’, engaging in the transformation
of gentry ‘society’ (sazogadoeba) into intelligentsia ‘public’ (publika).
Mitrophane Laghidze’s incipient anti-colonial nationalism straddled, it is clear, both
moral and material domains, public enlightenment via books and actual electrical
lighting, too. In this sense he is a rather contradictory figure, at least from the
perspective of influential theories of anti-colonial nationalism. Partha Chatterjee (1993)
has influentially argued that anti-colonial nationalism in this period accepts in general
certain basic ontological premises from the colonizer, particularly in South Asia, notably
the ontological division of the universe into opposed ‘material and ‘spiritual’ spheres.
The ‘material’ sphere is the ‘outer sphere’ of formal rationality (‘economy and
statecraft’) and technical modernity (‘science and technology’), ‘a domain where the
West had proved its superiority and the East had succumbed’ (Chatterjee 1993: 6). The
opposed ‘inner’ sphere is the moral or spiritual domain of cultural essences which anticolonial nationalism, beginning as spiritual or cultural reform projects, claims as its initial
sovereign territory.
Georgian intellectuals of the nineteenth century were certainly people of this period
inasmuch as they largely accepted the ordering of life into opposed material and moral
spheres, often with the material having a certain logical or causal relationship of
determination on the moral (compare the discussion of ‘everyday life’ in chapter 2).
They also accepted the normative spatialization of these terms, they accepted without
question the normative as well as rational-technical superiority of European modernity,
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and considered European models in this sphere to be the sort of thing that should be
adopted in general. In fact, the existence of these models in Europe and their nonexistence in everyday life in Georgia was the very thing that justified the mediating role
of the intelligentsia, who were to look to European models and find ways of bringing
them to life in Georgia. However, as the example of Laghidze shows, Georgian
intelligentsia did not always accept the division of labor that implied that a European
colonizing state would have sovereignty of the technical-rational public aspects of
modernity, and that they would assume control of the spiritual-moral private ones. That
is, alongside ‘cultural’ reform projects such as publishing books and spreading literacy,
people like Laghidze also engaged in transformations of public life and even public
works like electrification. Part of the reason for this is that they believed in the
superiority of European models, and for them, European meant ‘Paris’, and not the
imperial metropoles, Russian cities like Moscow and St. Petersburg, which in many ways
were themselves a periphery of Europe. Under such conditions, where the imperial
power (Russia) can be shown to be itself deficient with respect to European (French)
administrative and technical models, a subaltern elite might be expected to use European
models to criticize the legitimacy of the imperial project of civilization, as well as to
inform their own independent projects (Manning 2004).
Seen in this context, the cartoon above is part of a more general genre of the period
(and with one exception the cartoons are all by one single cartoonist from the same
publication), one which is generally called ‘critical realism’, critique of the status quo
(and the Tsarist state) is implied by realistic portrayal of the (generally sad) state of things
here and now. (The implied point of contrast for such critiques is usually the model
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provided by a largely imaginary ‘normal European modernity’). Such critical realist
portrayals of public urban life in Georgia from this late imperial period dwell on images
of failed modernization, a state or colonial civilizing mission that never delivers its
promises. And such images always achieve this by showing improper mixtures of the
modern, urban space with elements more typical of a backwards village space. The main
difference between the intelligentsia activities of the 1860-1880s and that of Laghidze’s
period (1890s-1917) is that by Laghidze’s period the intelligentsia were no longer drawn
to descriptions of the backwardness of the village and village life, they were more
interested in cities, urban life, and contemplating and discussing their own historic
transformative role (Frierson 1993: chapter 9), often while drinking in cafes or dukans.
Cartoons depicting Georgian ‘urban modernity’ as a failed or defective one are common
themes, dwelling in particular on transportation as well as sanitation, for example
insufficiency of seats on the Transcaucasian railroad in the last chapter, or the common
cartoons mocking the public transportation systems of Tbilisi, specifically the ‘K’onk’a’
district Tramway system, such as these, which are common motifs which associate the
failures of colonial modernity with failures to produce orderly, European, civilized, urban
public spaces and amenities.

Figure 4: Konka tramway
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“The last days of Tbilisi’s ‘Konka’ Tramway” (1904)3

3

cnobpurc2523 surdaM277 1904 P4 (same artist)
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“The steeds of Tbilisi’s Tramway” (1903)4

The K’onk’a Tramway, more than any other public urban institution of Tbilisi, is the butt
of all such self-parodies, because it reveals a central problem of Georgian urban
modernity: it is a hybrid of the village and the city, traditional village carts drawn on
modern urban tracks (themselves cracked and rusty). It stands for a failure to achieve
that ordering of spatial difference that seemed to define European urban modernity. Not
merely a passive backwardness, but worse, failed attempts at modernization. Just as the
image of the supra held on the roof of the train (from the last chapter) is not really as
much a commentary on the supra as on the failings of the colonial governmentality to
order public space (by providing enough seats in trains in the Transcaucasus for
passengers), so too Laghidze’s mineral waters store here stands not so much for itself as a
kind of civilian attempt to colonize and order public urban space as ‘European’ and
‘Urban’, which comes up against its opposite in the obdurate Imeretian cart-driver the
fecal drippings of whose sewage cart stand for the opposite. In fact, just as railroads,
tramways and cafes stand as visual metonyms for claims of public urban modernity from
the Tsarist through the Soviet period (compare Lemon 2000), we see carts of various
kinds standing as visual shorthand for backwardness of the village. Just as the Konka
tramway is a curious hybrid of a tramway and a village cart, the cart is the master image
of the backwardness of colonized Georgia and its Russian colonizer alike: as early as

4

cnobpurc 2074 sur dam 94 1903 4 (same artist)
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1861 the Georgian nationalist Ilia Chavchavadze made the Russian postal cart into a
symbol of Russia’s own failure to progress, by having a European traveler (a Frenchman)
appear only to criticize it (see Manning 2004 for a full discussion):

I turned to bid farewell to my newly made French acquaintance.
‘Who invented this vehicle?’ He asked, pointing to the postcart on which
the sleepy ‘yamshtchik’ was stupidly dozing.
‘The Russians’, I answered.
‘I imagine nobody is likely to dispute the honor with them. I pity you to
be forced to addle your brain and shake up your stomach on a thing like that.’
‘No harm done. If the whole of Russia travels like this, why should I
complain?’
….
‘The whole of Russia travels like that? Ha, ha, ha,’ He chuckled, ‘Who in
the world will ever catch up with them?’ (Chavchavadze, Letters of a Traveler,
1871)

The point is that if Western countries have proceeded in a sense by treating the
opposition of between public and private, village and city, as a natural state that is the
normal condition, deviations from which are chaotic, pathological disruptions of this
normalized, naturalized normative order (Bratsis 2003), colonial modernities in colonial
peripheries like Tbilisi or Kutaisi are posited, and posit themselves, as asymptotes of this
idealized western order, always striving for, never achieving, a proper separation and
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ordering of these spheres. Georgian categories of modernity, urban publics, are always
haunted by the fact that it has an exemplary model elsewhere, retreating over the horizon,
ever visible, ever out of reach. The soft drink store, Laghidze’s waters, is ordered here
with defective public transportation systems like the Konka tramway as expressing an
aspiration for urban modernity, an escape from the backwardness and idiocy of village
life, that never quite arrives. The story of Laghidze’s is not unlike the story of Georgian
self-perception of modernity itself.5
Images of public and private life: Soft drinks and supras. If urban public life in
Kutaisi is threatened by incursions of village backwardness, the same is true of the
private life of the leading elements of the city, the urban ‘society’ of Georgian gentry, in
cities like Tbilisi. If public amenities are the butt of jokes in satirical cartoons and tracts
as a way of obliquely criticizing the claims of the colonial state to a ‘civilizing mission’
in public spaces, images of the Georgian gentry ‘society’, the ‘subaltern civilizers’ whose
mission is to serve as a model for imitation, serve the same role in private life. Just as
state public projects under Tsarism are a kind of ‘representative publicity’ in which the
5

Harsha Ram, citing Marshall Berman, has recently diagnosed the Georgian urban condition in cities like

Tbilisi of this period as being a particularly extreme case of a more general ‘modernism of
underdevelopment’, one not limited to specifically colonial contexts.
where “a warped and truncated modernization” had taken place, generating a modernism that had
been “forced to build on fantasies and dreams of modernity, to nourish itself on an intimacy and a
struggle with mirages and ghosts, ... forced to be shrill, uncouth and inchoate.” How much more
fantastical might modernity have appeared in Tbilisi, a city situated on the periphery of the Russian
and European cultural systems, where the “modernism of underdevelopment,” already distorted by
its distance from the centres of modernity, was superimposed over local traditions of oriental
commerce, colourful festivity and urban bohemia. (Ram 2004: 369)
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Russian state’s claims to be carriers of European modernity and civilization can be
judged and found wanting, so the Georgian aristocracy represented a kind of social
group, a ‘society’, which embodied representative notions of publicness, whose private
lives were felt to represent public models of a certain kind of respectability, models for
imitation. Georgian gentry, too, were the first group of Georgians to begin to inhabit
cities like Tbilisi and Kutaisi in large numbers. Living in the city, and yet not yet of the
city, the Georgian gentry could also fail as exemplary incarnations of urban modernity.
Just as Georgian intelligentsia like Ilia Chavchavadze might criticize Russian pretensions
to European modernity by seizing on the post-cart, so the debased feasting habits of the
Georgian rural gentry, which have moved from public displays of generosity to private
displays of gluttony, were the topic of some of his other polemical works (Kacia—
adamiani? ‘Is man—human?’ 1871).
In another image from Tbilisi in the same period as the cartoons above, we see a
typical gentry townhouse in Tbilisi (East Georgia) where rural Imeretian (West Georgian)
gentry can ‘drop in’ in the city (again, there is the implication that Imereti, the West
Georgian province where Kutaisi is located, is relatively backwards). The unfolding
scene appears to be some sort of feasting, presumably for the entertainment of rural
gentry who have ‘dropped in’ on their urban relatives, held on the balconies that surround
the central courtyard of a traditional Tbilisi house. We know that they are drinking wine
(the drinking horn held by the man on the left is symbolic of this, though the man
pictured drinking on the right is also presumably drinking wine), there are musicians
playing (as we saw in the cartoon of people on the roof of the train (Chapter 2), these are
traditional accompaniments of an urban feast), and in the courtyard we see food being
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boiled over fires and attendants carrying huge quantities of food up to the guests. There
are other elements that catch our attention, there are exotic, oriental elements typical of
urban life, a Persian rug, the city musicians themselves playing drums and pipes found
only in urban song, we see a Georgian woman wearing traditional urban style dress,
including a veil. There are oppositions here too, the men at left wearing rural Imeretian
style hats and clothing, drinking out of traditional drinking glasses (horns), the men at
right wearing drinking out of European glasses and wearing urban attire. In the courtyard
are traditional two wheeled carts, perhaps brought by the visiting village gentry. The
scene, then, is one in which village elements are present mixed with urban ones, a
humorous depiction of an imperfect separation of village and city. But the main thing is
that when Georgians are portrayed, they are often portrayed, as here, sitting at a feast,
drinking and eating. Feasting and drinking seem to be typical and diagnostic features of
Georgian sociability, and therefore of Georgians in general (Chapter 2).

Figure 5: “Tbilisi—a house where village gentry can drop in” (1903)
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Figure 5: “Tbilisi—a house where village gentry can drop in” (1903) 6

We can contrast this picture of a private feast in a house in Tbilisi with the café in Kutaisi
as well (Figure 3). The café is a public space, the house a space for private
entertainment. And yet both spaces are urban ones in which the village intrudes, in one
way, or the other. Yet both spaces are occupied with genteel folk, the café with local
urban Imeretian nobility who have adopted European fashions, the private house serving
also to entertain rural Imeretian nobility. The main differences have to do with things
6

cnobpurc 2185 surdam 128 1903 p4 (same artist)
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like clothing and the manner of entertainment. The clothing of the Tbilisi house for both
men and women is largely the traditional dress of urban and rural nobility, as well as
servants (the musicians, for example), while in the scene from Kutaisi we see the local
gentry are dressed in a manner that seems virtually Parisian for the period, only the
peasant is dressed traditionally. It appears that the Tbilisi private household shows an
imperfect urbanization of noble private life: they live in the city, and eat as in the village.
The Kutaisi scene shows an imperfect urbanization of public life: they enjoy aromatic
tonics, sitting in a European style café, while the aromas of village and agriculture (fecal
matter) are politely not attended to. Another difference, and a key one, is that in the
café, they are drinking, but not eating, while in Tbilisi they are drinking and vast
quantities of food are in preparation. Looking at the Kutaisi scene, too, we see men and
women seated at the tables together, in the Tbilisi scene, we see the men seated together,
the only woman present is in motion, leaving, apparently. And lastly, the most important
one, from the sign on the café, we know they are drinking ‘waters’ (here labeled ‘mineral
waters’, but the waters in question would have been fizzy waters flavored with fruit
extracts, soft drinks, in other words), and we are equally certain that in Tbilisi, they are
drinking wine, and toasting one another, in a manner we have become familiar with
(Chapter 2).
The key actors in both scenes are Georgian (Imeretian) gentry and scenes of
consumption, consumption that, as is always the case with gentry consumption, is defined
by the fact that it is in one way or another exemplary consumption. That is, aristocratic
acts of consumption are typically not private matters, but have a public, whether those
invited to the feast who are subsumed thereby by the hosts’ generosity, or in any case a
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kind of ‘representative publicness’ of the aristocracy (Valeri 2001:9-10), following
Habermas where the people form a backdrop or audience ‘before which the ruling
estates…display themselves and their status’ (Habermas1992: 426). Feasting in the
nineteenth century is the diagnostic activity of the gentry, the representative publicness of
exemplary consumption. In village life of the period, feasting and indigenous notions of
publicness are closely tied together, there is no sense that a feast is a strictly private
event. The vast scale of expense and consumption of a wedding or funeral feast to which
all must be invited, crippling for a peasant, difficult for a lord, are constant theme of
intelligentsia commentary in the nineteenth century. However, as the gentry become
urbanized, they move away from their ‘people’, their feasting, too, is emancipated, and
becomes a private display, losing its exemplary quality, its ‘publicness’ (that is, a set of
qualities represented before a public, that makes the actions of aristocracy ‘public’, they
have a public, they are model consumers), an exemplary ‘theatrical’ quality which can
only be gained if everyone is invited to partake in it or at least witness it (Valeri 2001: 9).
As such, such private urban feasting, with its moral element removed, becomes
materialized, interpretable as an act of private gluttony and waste rather than public
generosity (Valeri 2001: 1-3).
The gentility of the Kutaisi scene at Laghidze’s also represents a form of exemplary
consumption, where, once again, the urbanized gentry are the exemplary consumers.
This is the representative publicity of fashion, a domain of urban consumption for the
gentry which also cannot be said to be in any way private, for it, too is a form of
representational publicity, it is a way in which aristocratic patterns of consumption are
addressed to a public, and form a model for imitation, indeed, exemplary aristocratic
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consumers are the basis of the fashion system (Manning 2006). Indeed, Georgian
aristocrats were the first class of Georgians to begin to live in cities like Tbilisi as part of
the representative publicness of the imperial court of the Viceroy. Aristocrats in
European clothing sipping tonics on the street in the city are very much part of an explicit
civilizing mission, a representative publicness with a public that includes both the
Russian colonizer and the Georgian peasants. This process was begun much earlier under
the Viceroy Vorontsov, who in the middle of the nineteenth century transformed the
consumption and residence patterns of the Georgian aristocracy from rural to urban,
courtly patterns, the Viceroy’s wife insisting, for example that the wives of the Georgian
gentry be dressed for courtly functions in the latest European fashions, a series of reforms
resulting in the general impoverishment of the Georgian aristocracy.7
Of the two scenes of aristocratic consumption in figures 3 and 5, the ‘Kutaisi scene’
(figure 3) seems at once the most familiar to us, yet the least typical of Georgia of the
period. We saw in the last chapter that there is nothing particularly odd about portraying

7

“The brilliance of the Viceroy’s court, the numerous balls and receptions at the
newly built palace, and Princess Vorontsova’s insistence on fashionable attire for
the women of Tiflis forced the local nobles to spend great sums on their
increasingly Europeanized style of life. Renting homes in Tiflis and acquiring the
latest Parisian fashions kept the nobles focused on consumption with little effort to
increase their income. Not surprisingly, the debt of the nobility of Tiflis province
grew from 100,000 to 1,800,000 rubles in the years of Vorontsov’s administration”
(Suny 1988: 74)
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Georgians in their natural habitat as engaged in drinking wine and feasting. The Kutaisi
scene is different from the Tbilisi scene (from the same year and same newspaper) at
every point: here Georgians are gathered in a public space, not in a private house; seated
outside on the street (hence the malodorous intrusion) and not inside on the interior
balcony facing the courtyard, men and women seated together, rather than men only;
drinking and not eating versus drinking and eating; European fashions versus Georgian
dress; and lastly gathering to drink ‘waters’ as opposed to gathering to drink wine.
The unique and novel addition here to the Georgian repertoire of sociability is
represented by the establishment itself, Laghidze’s waters, an establishment which began
in Kutaisi and spread thence to Tbilisi somewhat later. Laghidze’s in essence, becomes
an emblem of new forms of sociability, opposed to the supra and wine, in public, ones
that are at once self-consciously modern and European and yet indigenous. Just as wine
is the key defining and diagnostic element for the Georgian supra, here the key defining
element is a new kind of drink attached to a new kind of sociability, drinking ‘waters’.
We will call them ‘waters’ (also called limonati in the European sense of soft drink),
because Georgians call them that, though we would call them ‘sodas’ or ‘soft drinks’ in
English. Nowadays, of course, Georgians can enjoy such ‘waters’ in bottles can drink
them walking, at home, in the park, anywhere, but I would argue that this plasticity of the
category of ‘waters’ all develops out of the way that they are not wine.
In this chapter I will discuss Laghidze’s waters, their consumption and production,
but also the novel categories of sociability attached to this form of drink. Part of what I
will be arguing is that Laghidze’s is specifically Georgian model of public consumption,
public modernity, while the supra becomes an ambivalent image of Georgian private life,
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as we saw in the last chapter. If socialism found the supra good to think as an ambivalent
image of private life, both a recalcitrant blockade to public categories of production and
socialist modernity and the final goal or telos of production, all at once, so Laghidze’s
came to stand for the socialist public in general. Laghidze’s waters could serve as a
figure for what was best about socialism, what the coming communism would bring, both
in spheres of consumption, where Laghidze’s cafe instantiated socialist categories of
public ‘culturedness’ (kulturnost) and in production, where Laghidze’s product served as
a model example of what socialist production could achieve for the people. Not a
specifically socialist achievement, Laghidze’s became a naturalized citizen, even a
utopian model, for public life, a ‘radiant future’, that was coming to be under socialism, a
good that was freed from its aristocratic shackles and returned to the people by socialism.

Figure 6: Inside Laghidze’s in Tbilisi (2002)
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Figure 6: Inside Laghidze’s in Tbilisi (2002)

The socialist soft-drink: Cultured consumption.
The first time I came to Tbilisi in 1992, like many visitors, I fell in love with the
Laghidze’s waters store in downtown Tbilisi on Rustaveli prospect. I was not alone,
there were always lines at Laghidzes’s. Laghidze’s differed from all the other fast food
places that typified the socialist landscape, and indeed, represented a kind of sociable
commensality in public that differed not only from the usual dreary socialist fast food
places, but also differed from the main Georgian competitors, wine and beer. In fact, a
poem by an early Laghidze’s fan, noted nobleman, nationalist and writer from Kutaisi
Akaki Tsereteli, proclaimed Laghidze’s as “the rival of wine and beer”, no small claim in
a country as focused on wine as Georgia. Akaki’s poem serves to remind us that we will
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not understand this soft drink without understanding it in relationship to its ‘rivals’, wine
(chapter 2) and beer (chapter 4).
Even though it was created before socialism, Laghidze’s waters became a model
socialist enterprise. Working as a consultant for the Socialist state, Mitrophane Laghidze
extended his Georgian style soft drink production all over the USSR by the 1930s (Sigua
1980: 22-3; see Gronow 2003, Hessler 2000, 2004 for the more general context of
socialist luxury commodities and ‘cultured trade’). One might say it was a model of the
kind of enterprise that would become more common in the coming ‘bright future’ of
communism being built under socialism, again, emblematic of a better future, just as it
had served at the beginning of the century. But Laghidze’s served as a model not only
because of what it served (Laghidze’s waters) but how and where it served it. The
storefront operation, not only the drinks themselves, represented a kind of sociability that
differed from the kinds of sociability associated with its ‘rivals’, beer and wine:

To become convinced of the truth of these words [sc. that Laghidze’s is wine and
beer’s rival], it is enough that we enter the recently opened store “Tbilisi’s
waters” on Rustaveli Prospect … The old and the young both come here, to drink
the remarkable waters with syrups and to taste the hot khachapuri [cheese bread],
which is baked almost before the eyes of the users. This pleasure costs all in all
about 50-60 kopeks. But “Tbilisi’s waters” is not at all just a “fast food” café.
Here they hurry no one and you can sit for a while at a table, talk, relax. These
places are especially attractive to children and young people.
(Komunist’i 1986: 4, translated reprinted from Vechernaia Moskva)
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The model of sociability represented by Laghidze’s waters (its unofficial name, under
late socialism it was officially ‘Tbilisi’s waters’) was an (unusual) environment in which
one could relax, sit, and talk. It was fast food, yes, in that it was served promptly, but it
was a tasty affordable fast food one could consume in an unhurried fashion, commingled
with other activities, talking and sitting.
At first glance, these properties might make it resemble the European model of
“coffee house sociability” which links drinking of non-alcoholic beverages (especially
coffee) and the sociability of unhurried talk, whether playful or deliberative, favored by
many contemporary theorists of publics and modernity, especially Jurgen Habermas.
Great claims have been made for these places in social theory, especially if they happen
to serve coffee (for a critical discussion see Ellis 2005, 2008; Laurier and Philo 2007).
According to Habermas, such places devoted to sociable talk and drink such as the Early
Modern English coffee house offered a kind of ‘architecture of sociability’ associated
with urbane refinement and ‘egalitarianism, congeniality and conversation’, a model
specifically opposed to equally egalitarian and intimate, but more boisterous and less
urbane, environs of the tavern:

A customer, when entering a coffee-house, might expect himself to behave
differently to the way he behaved when he entered a tavern: a contrast that
drinking the primary product only exacerbated (beer made you loud, rowdy and
boisterous, while coffee made you intense and talkative). The expected set of
discursive practices are reproduced by the coffee-house customers in their own
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behaviour, immanent rather than explicit, customary rather than constitutional.
(Ellis 2008: 160)

As Laghidze’s waters are the rival of beer, so in Early Modern England places and forms
of sociability associated with coffee are opposed to those associated with beer. Both
coffee houses and pubs grew up to each in their way symbolize a form of egalitarian
public sociability, each with its own claims to offer formal openness and equality of
access to customers regardless of status (including both social rank but also age, gender,
ethnicity) that is diagnostic of Western understandings of publicness, and each at the
same time generating its own novel mechanisms of exclusion, working on an implicit
rather than explicit level (Kaviraj 1997, Laurier and Philo 2007, Ellis 2008).
The various ways that Laghidze’s represented an alternate form of public
sociability, specifically as a ‘competitor to wine and beer’, are summarized in a small
newspaper report from Cnobis Purceli under the heading ‘News from Kutaisi’, about a
night of public entertainment in the Laghidze’s waters factory. According to the local
correspondent, already by 1903, Laghidze’s artificial waters

have been embraced strongly by both men and women, more by women,
however. Drinking waters has become the fashion [moda]: whether you want to
or not, still you consider yourself obliged to buy at least one bottle of waters, even
if you don’t drink even one glass of it. Even though money is spent pointlessly,
but it can’t be helped. Still a man can cool his heart with cold waters. Only beer
has become a nuisance: often men who have gotten drunk at a feast visit the
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factory and stubbornly demand beer. Then they start swearing and cursing with
obscene words and sometimes they even picks fights, by which means they cause
a great annoyance to society [sazogadoeba]. The police however are nowhere to
be found, to pack these young men (dmza-bichebs) off from there, where it is
necessary. At the very same time, five or six policemen guard the police station,
you would think the whole treasury was stored there… (Cnobis Purceli 2198:
page 3, 3rd July 1903)

As this little report makes clear, Laghidze’s linked together a specifically
feminine form of cultured public comportment and fashion (moda), identified with
genteel ‘society’ (sazogadoeba), which was opposed, specifically, to a rather plebeian
masculine behaviors of public drunkenness and beer consumption, which was in turn
associated with hooliganism. Thus, masculine beer and wine consumption disrupts this
attempt, associated with Laghidze’s waters, to civilize public urban spaces, in a manner
very similar to the sewage cart of the cartoon from the same period, incidentally pointing
up the ways that the state, in the form of the local police, were not performing an
effective role. The activity of ‘subaltern civilizers’ to civilize their own public space
points up the failure of the state to do the same.
Feminine. On the level of universality and equality of access, Laghdize’s was a
place from the outset frequented by women, one might say it was one of those few
establishments in Kutaisi of its period where women might feel comfortable in public.
This early report from Laghidze’s, and period illustrations such as the one above (figure
3), show Laghidze’s to be a place particularly fashionable among women, a place where
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men and women could engage in mixed gender sociable commensality in public. Men
from the period, of course, complain that this was a particularly feminine fashion (moda),
and, indeed, Laghidze’s seems from a very early period to be strongly associated with
women. What appears to be an old advertisement for Laghidze’s, painted in an older
modernist style, shows a typical figure of Old Tbilisi, a Kinto (street peddler) replete with
distinctive cap and sash, against a balconied backdrop of the streets of Old Tbilisi,
holding a sign that announces ‘If you want to be a beautiful woman, you must drink
Laghidze’s waters’ (tu ginda iqo lamazi kali, unda dalio laghidzis tsqali). The two things
to be associated, beautiful woman (lamazi kali) and Laghidze’s water (laghidzis ts’qali),
are made to rhyme, deepening their association.

Figure 7: Advertisement for Laghidze’s Waters

Genteel. Egalitarian mechanisms of openness along one axis of inclusivity typically
arise in a dialectic with either overt or covert mechanism of exclusion along some other
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axis. That is, hierarchical considerations of status are transformed into egalitarian ones
not by eliminating status distinctions entirely, but by simplifying them, turning grayscale
hierarchies into black and white inclusions or exclusions, so that masculine egalitarianism
of ‘public’ spaces in Ancient Athens or Modern Britain is achieved by the causally
related exclusion of women from such spaces, or North American civic egalitarianism is
sustained by the complete exclusion of the foreign non-citizen. For example, the
‘architecture of sociability’ of the English coffee house, public house and tavern alike
were ‘egalitarian’ spaces, but implicitly excluded women. As Markman Ellis notes, the
idea that such places ‘disregarded status altogether’ is at best a polite fiction:

While women were not explicitly barred from the coffee-house, the regime of the
coffee-house made their presence uncomfortable or untenable….virtuous women
of the middle station who wished to be thought well of would not go to the coffeehouse…. In this way, even a space that considered itself radical precisely because
it was egalitarian, nonetheless established a space which surreptitiously reencoded forms of hierarchy and prejudice without itself knowing it was doing so.
(Ellis 2008: 162-3)

Laghdize’s in the Tsarist period resembled European cafes in being open to aristocratic
women, but as a genteel space it was implicitly exclusive of the lower orders of society.
For its mixed gender, non-ritualized, alcohol free (‘polite, urbane, civilized’) forms of
mixed gender egalitarian sociability made Laghidze’s open access to women from urban
gentry circles, what was still in this period called ‘society’ (sazogadoeba), even as it
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would have (implicitly) excluded others, not merely drunken, rowdy tavern-goers, but
also peasants like the one portrayed driving the sewage cart past. The appropriate
European model for comparison then is not the English coffee house, but the European
café (on which see Ellis 2005: 215; Haine 1996). Laghidze’s represented a modern form
of sociability imitative of European cafes, themselves emblematic of incipient
transformation associated with the concept of the modern. The European café, unlike the
English coffee house, was associated with ‘propriety, politeness and the cultural elite’
(Ellis 2005: 204; for a more general study of the Parisian café life of non-elites, see Haine
1996). In fact, by its association with privileged aristocratic forms of consumption,
particularly those people who formed an exemplary group, sazogadoeba ‘society’ (lit.
‘generality’), later treated as an equivalent to the term publik’a (‘the public’), implying
that their consumption patterns were intended for public display, representing a pattern
for the imitation of others, urbanized Georgian aristocrats were indeed exemplars of
moda (fashion’), even as they themselves were imitating foreign (Parisian) models.
Such ‘genteel’ comportment in society, particularly associated with women and society,
was not merely a bearer of stylistic distinction (moda) but also represented, as made clear
in the quote above, a kind of ‘civilizing process’, a set of standards of feminine genteel
public comportment opposed to masculine and plebeian public drunkenness,
hooliganism, fighting and swearing. The former was associated with drinking waters, the
latter with its ‘rivals’: wine and beer.
Cultured. Laghidze’s café was not merely made genteel and fashionable by its
associations with the aristocratic ‘society’ that formed its main clientele, but also
cultured, in the sense that it was closely associated with enlightened ‘society’, the
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intelligentsia and the developing ‘public’. Unlike in Europe, where newspapers are
associated more with a democratic and demotic discourse, in Georgia in this period
intelligentsia represent a kind of outgrowth and transformation of aristocratic society into
a reading public. Hence, excluded here would be the ‘peasantry’, ‘the people’ who were
not part of the ‘public’ of reading society (Manning 2004). Laghidze, as a subaltern
civilizer, not only provided free electrification and lighting to the city (ganateba), but
also enlightenment (ganatleba), his café in effect functioned partly as a literary salon,
later a meeting place for Georgian nationalists, and Laghidze spent his revenues
publishing works of culture, poetry, etc. (Sigua 1980). Part of the program of this
discourse was to provide affordable reading materials for the propagation of literacy in
Georgia. Not only a representative of moda, the changing whims of feminine aristocratic
fashion, his business was associated with masculine intelligentsia kultura, high-minded
works of serious socially-engaged art and writing (on the concept of intelligentsia kultura
see for example Dunham 1976, Fitzpatrick 1992, Boym 1994, Kelly and Volkov 1998).
Electric. Like European cafés, Laghidze’s was emblematic of that which was
‘quintessentially urban and modern’ (Ellis 2005: 215). The clearest single way that
Laghidze’s represented European civilization was the way in which it represented
technological modernity, and technological modernity’s main symbol in that period was
electrification. Laghidze’s was the first establishment in Georgia that had electric
lighting. Here one need only remember Lenin’s formula "Socialism is Soviet Power plus
electrification of the whole country" (1921) to know that electrification was the
technological sign par excellence of modernity in the period. In fact, the Laghidze’s ice
factory generated so much electricity that by 1904 Laghidze was selling the excess to the
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city for public urban lighting of central places like the central boulevard, the theatre and
for the lighting of private houses in some neighbourhoods of the city (Sigua 1980).
The lighting was also used to turn Laghdize’s café into a well-lit establishment
that could operate well into the night. This lighting turned Laghidze’s into the
exemplary focus of public life in Kutaisi in the period. In fact, one writer, commenting
on how Kutaisi had emptied out that summer, noted that even Laghidze’s factory was
empty, but in the case of Laghidze’s factory, the reason was that because of a railroad
closure, there was no fuel oil to produce electricity for the electric lamps, or, had there
been electricity, ‘if there had been even a single butterfly left in Kutaisi’, that’s where
they would have been (Cnobis Purceli 1903 2242: p.2 21 august). In 1911 the Laghidze
company applied for a license to build a pavilion in a city park at which would be sold
beer, mineral waters and soft drinks, the pavilion to be transferred to the city as owner 15
years later. Among the amenities included was that the pavilion would be lit with four
500 lightbulb lamps using Laghidze’s own electrical reserves, and that three times a week
there would be orchestral performances, linking technical modernity to European
culture.8
Electric lighting allowed Kutaisi public life, starting with its exemplary centre,
Laghidze’s café, to continue long into the evening. But as the lights form the café
civilized and domesticated the night, it presented its own problems. At night, as we saw
above, Laghidze’s was constantly threatened by the kind of boisterous sociability
associated with alcoholic beverages, Laghidze’s representing not only within the
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establishment a kind of model for genteel (and gentry) public comportment involving
both men and women, but also outside, on the street. So Laghidze’s, though having both
male and female clientele, was seen as a specifically feminine form of consumption when
considered in relation to masculine forms (wine and beer), having opposed forms of
egalitarian sociability, one more genteel (gentry) and sedate (feminine), the other more
boisterous and rowdy. In this sense, Laghidze’s was indeed the rival of these other
drinks. Indeed, Laghidze’s store is strongly associated with gentry and intelligentsia
milieus, one could say that it was also a representative of intelligentsia ‘high culture’
(kultura.)
From culture to culturedness. It is important to remember that Laghidze’s grew
up in such a milieu of urbanizing gentry and nascent intelligentsia. If socialist
consumption can be understood as being a systematic attempt of making 19th century
aristocratic and intelligentsia models of culture, public sociability and consumption
available to the masses in general, then Laghidze’s under socialism represents a classic
example, a transformation of aristocratic and intelligentsia ‘culture’ (kultura) into
socialist ‘culturedness’ (kulturnost), a set of norms of comportment and consumption in
public and private life (on these concepts see for example Dunham 1976, Fitzpatrick
1992, Boym 1994, Kelly and Volkov 1998). Under socialism, Laghidze’s represented
more of an ideal model for what the future world of communist consumption would be
like, than a model of actually existing socialist mass consumption. In fact, Laghidze’s
represents something of an exception in the socialist landscape, a model of informal
public sociability, a la Habermas, it is also a model for socialist consumption,
representing a form of ‘cultured consumption’ opposed both to the grim practicality of
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socialist fast food and the masculine sociability of beer, and the ritual elaborations of the
alcoholic supra. But to identify it with more universalizing Habermasian models of
sociability, or a ‘civilizing process’ of the history of manners, misses the more obvious
point, made more often by Russian visitors unfamiliar with Laghidze’s, which was the
way socialist period Laghidze’s embodied the ideal of ‘cultured relationships’.9

You won’t even need a ruble, here [at Tbilisi’s waters] you will kill your thirst
and have a snack with pleasure: hot khachapuri and followed up by Laghidze’s
water—it really is an unusual thing. A beautiful interior pleases us, convenient
furniture and Old Tbilisi’s unrepeatable vista, too. In addition, cultured service
[kulturuli momsakhureba], culture of relationships. And all this – thanks to nonalcoholic, more exactly fizzy water with syrup. And what waters!
(Stanco 1986: 5, translated from Khimia I Zhizhn)

Laghidze’s, like certain other cafes in Tbilisi, also instantiated a certain model of cultured
public consumption that resisted incursions from wine drinking, rendering it a world
permanently safe from the aggressive colonization of the supra, or the masculine world of
beer. Soft drink consumption was not from the outset mass consumption as it was in the
West, but genteel, cultured consumption. As such, it could become a model for a kind of
socialist program of dissemination of ‘cultured comportment’ among the masses. As the

9

Of course this interest in Laghidze’s seems to be in the middle of Gorbachev’s anti-drinking campaign of

the late 1980s (the subject of a vast number of Niangi cartoons from the same period), the rest of this article
is on the topic of Georgian non-alcoholic wines.
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quote above indicates, Laghidze’s was a place of culturedness (kulturnost) (discussed in
chapter 2), a state directed program of ‘directed desires’, which managed to fuse together
two seemingly incompatible programs for consumption inherited from the Tsarist order,
the materialist domain of ‘bourgeois’ (actually aristocratic) feminine moda, and the ideal
domain of masculine intelligentsia kultura.

The brilliance of the kul’turnost’ ideology lay partly in the fact that it was a fusion
of two value systems previously though incompatible, those of the bourgeoisie
and the intelligentsia. The reading lists, self-improvement programmes and
directions on hygiene that it set out would have been approved by any prerevolutionary intellectual....The advice on good manners and home management,
though, could have been taken from any manual of etiquette published in the late
nineteenth or early twentieth century.....kul’turnost’ also achieved the hitherto
impossible feat of equating consumer goods and cultural artefacts, both now
respectable appurtenances of the new Soviet citizen....The ideology of
kul’turnost’ deconstructed the binary opposition [sc. between (bourgeois) material
goods and intellectual ideals], creating a world in which a nicely bound collection
of Tolstoy’s works could, with perfect dignity, stand next door to a lustreware
teaset, looking down on a tea-table laid with lace doilies and a tablelamp. (Kelly
and Volkov 304-5)

In a sense, the campaign for kulturnost was trying to achieve a mediation in general that
Laghidze’s had already achieved locally under Tsarism, inasmuch as it was a place as
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much associated with ‘bourgeois’ (actually aristocratic) moda as it was with intelligentsia
kultura, a place where norms of civilized public consumption and comportment by the
public estate par excellence, the urban aristocracy, were put on prominent display along
the main boulevard in Kutaisi. As with much of the cultural program of socialism under
Stalin, socialism resolved itself as being more of a technical program for bringing
aristocratic culture to the masses, much as it had brought electrification to the masses in
the previous decade. The parallels with Laghidze’s small plan for civilizing the public
space of Kutaisi should be obvious.
As Kelly and Volkov (1998) elaborate this concept, kulturnost, a program for
‘directed desires’, in their felicitious phrase, involved both public and private
comportment, had both moral and material aspects, appropriately, for the material and the
moral were tightly bound together. So much so that apparently irrelevant details of
decor, like the mosaics and marble finishings of the Laghidze’s store, or the heroic troika
of curtains, lampshades and tablecloths in a private household (chapter 2), were in a sense
the material core of ‘culturedness’, serving to link together the moral and material
dimensions of consumption.
The way tablecloths, curtains and lampshades adorn private life with kul’turnost’,
so cafes like Laghidzes, ice cream parlours and parks adorned public life. If we look
back at the description of the Laghidze’s store, comparing it to some of the more plebeian
beer establishments, we find that Laghidze’s shows kulturnost on both the material level
of adornment (decorated interior, comfortable furniture, exotic vista) as well as the moral
level of human relationships (‘cultured service, culture of relationships’). That is, like
the way that one might smoke almost anywhere under socialism, but never in the Metro
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in Moscow or Tbilisi, as these were veritable temples of kulturnost (Lemon 2000), so too
certain cafes, Laghidze’s and the tea house especially, were ones that finally achieved
that kind of cultured respectability that eluded Laghidze’s in its early years. Unlike
some cafes and tea houses, places like Laghidze’s were supra-proof, beer-proof, alcohol
proof in general, and, indeed, were fostered as a form of orderly cultured consumption
specifically opposed to those involving alcohol:

The creation of public spaces in which refreshments might be consumed in
orderly fashion by happy families (ice-cream parlours, patisseries, cafes set in
parks) was an important concern of the Soviet state from the early 1930s right up
to its collapse in 1991, as part of the propagandization of kul’turnost’ and the
continuing battle with undesirable phenomena such as drunkenness and
hooliganism (Kelly and Volkov 1998: 294)

There was no doubt, of the two basic forms of fast food establishment offered under
socialism, places like Laghidze’s (patronized by men, women, children) represented
kul’turnost’, the ‘bright future’ world of cultured consumption under communism, others
that served beer, frequented only by men, unadorned, represented uncultured plebeian
mass consumption of the present (Chapter 4). Both of these, in turn, different as forms of
public ‘fast food’ consumption in relation to the model of private feasting with wine
offered by the supra (Chapter 2).
But Laghidze’s as a model of sociability differed from the sociability of beer and
wine in yet other important ways. If the Georgian supra expresses an idealized image of
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Georgian traditional private life, then Laghidze’s is surely the idealized image of
Georgian modern public life. Unlike the supra, a form of constructive drinking that
ritually creates and reinforces social relationships and durable status attributes, drinking a
soft-drink stands at most for pure sociability, interaction for its own sake, independence
from durable status attributes such as age, gender, class… etc. Soft drink consumption
expresses abstract equality in public, drink consumed for no other purpose than to drink,
talk pursued for no other purpose than to talk. Places like Laghidze’s represented places
where status differences were effaced, places in particular where women and children
were quite at home. In this sense socialism really did achieve a quality of universal
access that Laghidze in the Tsarist period could only dream of. In this sense places like
Laghidze’s were very much unlike restaurants, which were the homes of male
camaraderie expressed in the form of toasting rituals, or private supras, where, once
again, women and children are at best peripheral participants.
For me, a foreigner, places like Laghidze’s were also refuges from the iron law of
hospitality of the supra. One of my problems in my early fieldwork was finding such
places where I could meet a friend and not become encompassed by the demands of the
law of hospitality, places where I could eat and drink for their own sake, and talk merely
to talk. Indeed, one of my host families saw my practice of lunching at Laghidze’s an
affront to their hospitality! By simple experimentation I discovered that some, but not
all, coffee shops, tea houses or soft drink shops were immune to the law of hospitality
expressed by the supra, expressing a rather different set of norms of cultured public
comportment expressed by the Soviet concept of ‘culturedness’ or ‘cultured
comportment’. Such places, too, have from the beginning been those public places in
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Georgia in which it was possible for literally anyone to hang out and chat without being
disturbed.
There was a related pragmatic dimension, too. Laghdize’s was, after all, a fast food
place. These were places where it was possible to eat alone there, in silence, unlike a
restaurant. Georgian restaurants are virtually synonymous with feasting, even if it is,
from the Georgian perspective, a somewhat anomalous kind of feasting, not in the home.
At one point in my early field work I attempted to enter a restaurant alone, I hadn’t eaten
for a long time because of the general crisis that was Georgia at that time. I hoped to
order a small dish of red beans, eat it, and go on my way. The waitress ordered me to
leave, saying that it would be shameful to serve me, I was alone, eating alone was
shameful in a restaurant. But at Laghidze’s one not only could eat alone, but it was
normal to do so. The fact that there was only one thing to eat, cheese-bread called
khachapuri, was not a problem, the khachapuri was the best I’ve ever had, and
Laghidze’s soft drinks are certainly the best, truly unique beverages.
If Laghidze’s was a model exemplar of such a place where a supra was impossible,
this was not so for other cafes, less respectable ones, where there was always the
permanent danger that the informal public sociability of coffee and tea and soft drinks
would be overcome by the private ritual sociability of the supra: first bottles of alcohol
would be sent to the table where one sat, then the guests who sent them would present
themselves, and thus would come to an end any other plans one might have had that day.
In fact, that this was a more general problem is shown by this Niangi cartoon, published
in 1960 and attributed to an artist named Ghoni, but judging from the style of the artwork
it belongs to the hand of Niangi artist from the 1930s, a certain Doni (the two names look
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almost the same in Georgian, Doni is an abbreviatory pseudonym for the initials D.N.,
possibly making it the work of Davit Nacvlishvili who drew under that pseudonym). The
joke here is that wine, under normal conditions, is drunk out of glasses that do not differ
much from wine glasses, and normally supra toasts begin by mentioning the glass (‘with
this little glass, I want to drink a toast…’ here rendered as ‘with this tea glass, I want to
drink a toast’):
Figure 8: Tea/wine house

In some tea houses instead of tea they sell strong drinks.

-- With this tea glass, here’s to our brother, the director (gamge) of the tea house,
who instead of tea fills our tea glasses with wine! (Niangi 1960.9)

But if the ritual order of wine constantly threatened to take over the sociability of coffee
and tea houses, Laghidze’s was often touted, particularly during the Union-wide anti-
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alcoholism campaign of Gorbachev’s period which corresponded to the Laghidze’s
jubilee in the 1980s, as an effective cultured antidote to strong drink and drunkenness:

Fruit waters prepared according to his [Laghidze’s] recipes have caused many of
our young people to grow out of the habit of drinking alcoholic beverages to excess.
It is for this reason, that whatever month of the year it is -- spring, summer, fall or
frosty winter—the hall on Rustaveli Prospect, where the famous sweet drinks of
fruit waters by the name of Mitrophane Laghidze are sold, is always full of people;
everyone flocks, everyone hurries – old or young, worker or engineer, writer or
actor-- to this beautifully decorated hall. (Sigua 1980: 25)

Laghidze’s was not only a model of the soviet notion of ‘culturedness’ in
consumption, an effective cultured antidote to the uncultured Georgian habits of drink, it
was also genuinely popular, as evidence by the fact that in 1992-3, as in 1980 when Sigua
was writing, there were always lines at Laghidze’s. Obviously, most of the appeal of
Laghidze’s was not how the waters were served, but what the waters were, that the
product itself, the waters, as well as the cheese bread, were very good. Unlike the
stereotypical image of socialist production as being shoddy (for a critique of which see
Fehervary 2005), Laghidze’s did not merely fulfill a need, it excited desire. Whatever
one might have heard of socialist products or socialist food, Laghidze’s was better than
anything I ever tasted in a capitalist country. Laghidze’s store front operation was
something like the Mecca of Socialist Soft Drinks, presiding over a socialist
softdrinkscape that stretched across all the Union republics. Their syrups, or rather,
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aromatics from which syrups could be made, were sent across the whole Soviet Union so
that Laghidze’s could be made anywhere. Laghidze’s was a socialist brand, everyone
knew it, like Borjomi mineral water, also from Georgia.

The Pan-Socialist brand? Laghidze’s in Moscow. The fact that Laghidze’s store was
found only in Tbilisi might seem to demonstrate the opposite, far from being a typically
Soviet drink it was a typically Georgian one. It is true that Mitrophane Laghidze served
as a consultant for soft drink production in Ukraine and Russian in the 1930s, and many
Soviet drinks were locally produced versions of his Georgian recipes (Sigua 1980). By
the late 1930s, fruit soft drinks, along with certain other novelties like Ice cream, were
being advertised in the typical socialist fashion by posters instructing the population
about their existence and telling them to order them. (Contrary to a certain deeply
entrenched mythology about socialism, such advertisements were never made for goods
that were not available (‘deficit goods’), but only for those consumer goods for which
there was an adequate supply).
But by the late 1980s, there was no Laghidze’s store in Moscow, only in Tbilisi.
This was a counterexample to the general rule under socialism that Moscow was the
model socialist city, the city which best instantiated the bright future of communism.
Socialist realism was addressed to a sort of neo-platonic ontology of emanationism (Clark
1981) in which the coming future order could be descried in the present order (Fitzpatrick
1992) by little coruscations of kulturnost like Laghidze’s, then Moscow and its patterns
of consumption was prominently displayed as the ‘future city’ of socialism:
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[In socialist realist representations] [t]here are two orders of place…those that are
close to the [paradigmatic] forms, on the one hand, and, on the other, those that
embody merely that temporary, present-day stage attained in historical evolution.
In general, Moscow…symbolizes the higher-order place….it represents a
prefiguration of that which is to come….In the mid-thirties the Soviet leadership
set out to make Moscow literally higher than other Soviet towns. A decree of
1935 for the transformation of Moscow called for higher order buildings… (Clark
1981: 146)

As the model city for socialism, Moscow would not only be more visually impressive, it
would be better supplied with provisions (no deficit goods in Moscow), but also,
qualitatively, as the present day incarnation of the future fulfillment of history within a
historical time and space, it should also have every kind of thing, too. Especially, in the
model city of socialism, which prefigured the coming communist future, there should be
available such commodities, like Laghidze’s which prefigured in the world of socialist
commodities the coming world of communist ones.
In such a socialist cosmology, the uniqueness of the Laghidze’s store on Rustaveli
prospect in Tbilisi could be seen as a kind of violation of the proper order of things. If in
the 1980s there was not a branch of Laghidze’s in Moscow, perhaps, that represented a
relative laxening of the Stalin-era ideology. However, as if to underline the point, much
commentary in the 1980s was directed to the fact that apparently once there had been a
branch of Laghidze’s in the socialist capital, Moscow, right before World War 2.
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The branch of Laghidze’s store in Moscow, nostalgically remembered by war
veterans decades later, had a strange name, however, it wasn’t a store, or café, but a
‘store-laboratory’. As we will see, this hybrid name that focused on the technocratic and
productivist aspects of the Laghidze’s brand, as well as the consumerist ones,
encapsulates some of the key differences between Laghidze’s and a western brand. In a
story (reprinted in translation in the Georgian paper Komunisti 1986 may 30, p. 4) from
the Russian newspaper Vechernaia Moskva, an old veteran nostalgically remembers this
little café paradise:

I read the correspondence in “Vechernaia Moskva” and right then I was reminded,
that before the war in Moscow there was a good, Tbilisi-style shop, where they
sold fizzy water with different syrups. …It had a rather unusual name – “StoreLaboratory”
At the counters stood tall glass vases (dokebi) with syrups of various
designations, which they prepared right there, in the kitchen-laboratory from
herbs, vegetables, fruits, berries, coffee, cocoa and cream. And what syrups they
were! Each one better than the last—cherry, raspberry, … They made them so
that they preserved their natural numerous vitamins, colors and flavors. They sold
the syrups not only with fizzy water, but with hot and cold milk, too.
I and many of my young age-mates living in this area after playing
football or volleyball in the courtyard would run out to this store in order to drink
this tasty and cheap water.
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Unfortunately, I don’t know, what became of this store. When I returned
to Moscow after the war, I couldn’t find it again.
I think that we need to restore such a store, it is possible with the help of
Georgian specialists. Now the matter is in under the guidance of Moscow’s trade
and social provisions. (A Milovanov, veteran of war and labor. Komunisti 1986)

Laghidze’s was such a model of socialist ‘cultured’ consumption, that by the late 1980s it
surprised Russian observers that there was no longer branch of Laghidze’s in the model
city of socialism, Moscow. All the other correspondents in this exchange from the
Russian paper above agreed that there should be a “Tbilisi’s waters” in Moscow. Not just
the product, in bottled form or dispensed in some other way, but the whole manner of
‘cultured presentation’, as well. Not a technocratic productivist hybrid ‘laboratory-store’,
as in the 1930s, but a consumerist café more appropriate to the late socialist tastes of the
late 1980s. A Russian journalist writing a story in this period about Laghidze’s in Tbilisi
insisted that somehow Laghidze’s waters didn’t taste as good as at the Laghidze’s factory
as it did at the café: the secret of Laghidze’s was not only technical, the undoubted
objective gustatory properties of the waters, which are obviously the same at the café or
at the factory, but the whole organoleptic subjective aesthetic context in which they were
presented at Laghidze’s cafe: all of this was part of ‘cultured’ consumption, not merely
technical efficiency of production. He adds that the best place for such a café in Moscow
would therefore be the well-known picturesque setting of the Arbat:
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(at the Laghidze’s factory) I saw the cauldrons that they boiled the syrups in, I
saw the soturaci and the pouring (bottling). I tried different drinks, among them
were some that were better than the best… but ordinary gassy water seemed better
tasting to me when prepared in the Laghidze’s manner in the Café-Store on the
banks of the Mtkvari river. Even though I know, that the store receives its syrups
from this factory, such syrups, as they use in the factory’s….. Sense, perception is
dependent on surroundings. The Old Tbilisi café-store however is truly lovely. It
would be very good, if such a thing would appear among us on the Arbat. (Stanco
1986: 5)

As this author points out, Laghidze’s charm was not merely in the syrups or the gassy
water, cultured presentation at the Laghidze’s store, in picturesque ‘Old Tbilisi on the
banks of the Mtkvari’ (in reality Laghidze’s is neither in Old Tbilisi nor is it on the banks
of the Mtkvari), seems an integral part of the subjective organoleptic dimension of the
experience. But at the same time, from a purely technical perspective, the productivist
perspective of the factory and not the consumerist perspective of the café, Laghidze’s
essences are essentially the same there in the factory as they are in the café. From a
productivist perspective, Laghidze’s secret lies not in cultured consumption, but in his
secrets of production.
As a socialist product, Laghidze’s soft drinks in fact participated in all the forms
of distribution that characterized socialist ‘soft drinks’ in general, some of them quite
mundane. In order to understand, perhaps, why the Laghidze’s store has always seemed
since its inception to be somehow a little utopia, one needs to understand the typical
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scene that attends the drinking of soft-drinks of all kinds in a socialist, and post-socialist
context. The model of consumption here is surely the Russian kvas, a fermented drink
made out of bread, which is the one most stereotypically associated with this somewhat
less cultured method, though Laghidze’s is also sold this way. Newcomers to Russia or
Georgia will always be surprised when they encounter the soft drink purveyor who serves
their drinks in glass cups, each of which is briefly washed by an unlikely looking
contraption, and then passed to the next customer. If one pauses at these roadside
vendors, one must remember to drink quickly, because the glass cup is needed by the
next person.
Like all socialist soft drinks, including kvas, Laghidze’s is mostly encountered in
glasses, freshly mixed with soda water, drunk from a glass that will be quickly washed
and transferred to the next customer. It’s a memorable pause that refreshes, and the
accent is on pause, the small number of glasses at any Laghidze’s stand enforces a certain
urgency on those that are drinking, the time they spend enjoying this drink comes at the
cost of those behind them in line who are also thirsty. This is not precisely a ‘cultured’
way of drinking, but one is still drinking the same drink that made Laghidze’s famous.
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Figure 9: Drinking a ‘traditional’ Georgian soft drink
Stage 1: pouring the syrup (in this case,
Tarragon flavour syrup): the glasses are washed
in the round low container at back, the syrup is
stored in the large tear shaped glass containers,
from which a small amount is decanted into a
measuring cup.

Stage 2: mixing syrup with carbonated
water

Stage 3: Drink up, we’ll be needing that glass
back.
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Such a form of ‘fast food’ drinking is precisely the opposite of the ‘cultured
consumption’ of the Laghidze’s café. But Laghidze’s waters could be seen as a symbol
for much more than cultured consumption, because after all it is a product that unifies all
these different experiences of consumption. Turning now from consumption to
production, what is it about Laghidze’s that makes it ‘good to think’ as an idealized
image of socialist production.
Production: the ‘secret’ of Laghidze’s. The last commentator in the newspaper
Vechernaia Moskva complained that Laghidze’s did not taste the same in the factory as it
did in the picturesque café in Tbilisi. Under late socialism Laghidze’s was more a model
of cultured socialist consumption than socialist production, and therefore imitating
Laghidze’s in Moscow quite naturally meant a café on the picturesque Old Arbat. If the
late socialist imagination of the 1980s firmly separates production from consumption, the
earlier instantiation of Laghidze’s in Moscow seemed to unite them: the first and last
Laghidze’s store in Moscow in 1939 had an extremely unusual monicker, not a café, not
a store, it was a ‘laboratory-store’. This store was neither uniquely a locus of
consumption (café, store) nor of production (factory, laboratory) by itself, but both at
once. This single hyphenated hybrid name seems to sum up the ways in which
Laghidze’s became in a sense an ideal socialist commodity, an ideal socialist ‘firm’
(sapirmo) brand. Laghidze’s could be a model for cultured forms of socialist
consumption in public, as a café, but also a ‘model commodity’, showing how socialist
production in the future will eventually catch up with and surpass capitalism in the
communist future. In this sense, the very unrepresentativeness of Laghidze’s waters and
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store was what allowed them to serve as models, harbingers, or figures for the ‘bright
future’ of communism, following the same sort of cosmology under which Moscow
incarnated, in the here and now of socialism, a vision of the bright future, ‘the world that
is coming to be’ of communism (Clark 1981, Fiztpatrick 1992, 1999).
Here the key element was what was shared across both consumption and
production, the quality of the product itself, and the ‘secret of production’. The famous
socialist period poet Evgenii Evtushenko lionized the secret of Laghidze’s in a kenning
poem, comparing his soft drinks to the works of the fellow Kutaisian modernist poet
Galaktion Tabidze (thus linking commodity production to production of high culture),
considered to be the best Georgian modernist poet of the twentieth century (Georgian
translation from Kutaisi 1989):

Gamoucnobi aris brjeni, ver gaaghvidzeb
Ost’at’is mtvlemar saidumlos—es k’anonia
Ts’q’lis saidumlo samudamod gahqva laghidzes
Rogorc tabidze leksis jado gaiqolia

Unguessable is the wise one, you cannot wake
The drowsy secret of the master—this is the law
Laghdize’s always took his secret of his waters with him
As Tabidze the sorcery of his poems
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The riddle of his secret, which he always took with him wherever he went, is
revealed at the end of the poem to be a part of his body, ‘the tip of his tongue’, that is, his
sense of taste.
Once we turn from the charm of the Laghidze’s café to the domain of production,
discourses of the Laghidze’s ‘secret’ (saidumlo) loom large, a charismatic involvement
with production that linked the almost mythic persona of the ‘sorceror’ (jadokari)
Mitrophane Laghidze and his lineage with the charisma of the drink. Obviously, both
Laghidze’s and Western soft drinks like Coca-Cola share what one might call the purely
technical dimension of there being a ‘secret’ to the production process. In the case of
Western brands, like Coca-cola, this secret is a technical dimension of a production
process (unpatented, hence not publicized, remaining a secret (Miller 1998)), one that
forms the basis of the claims to quality and the trademark and goodwill, but this secret is
an alienable possession, completely abstracted away from personal involvement.
Discourses of the ‘secret of Laghidze’ are quite different in nature from such forms of
intellectual property as trademarks, trade secrets and brands, although they form the basis
for an equivalent kind of distinction for consumers. The secret of Laghidze’s is not an
alienable property, a property of the product, but an inalienable property of the producer,
as much as his tongue or his name itself. Following the discourse of the Laghidze’s
factory itself, I use the term ‘name’ (saxeli) to emphasize that ‘Laghidze’s’ is like a
trademark or brand insofar as it indexes a producer, but is not one, insofar as it is not an
alienable property of that producer. Laghidze’s is not a ‘brand name’ arbitrarily made up
and affixed to a product (in the manner of ‘Pepsi’, for example), it is a personal name
belonging to a producer. The ‘secret’ of Laghidze’s was not patented or protected under
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socialism because it represented a form of social wealth, therefore it represented neither a
form of intellectual property nor a category precisely equivalent to ‘goodwill’:

the mark that accompanies all of one’s goods and makes them recognizable
attracts the ‘loyalty’ of consumers, and this loyalty and good feeling is a valuable
asset—goodwill. The positive value of one’s trade is congealed in the exchange
value of the sign. The trademark marks the point of origin of the good—and
serves as a surrogate identity for the manufacturer—in a national market in which
the distances between points of mass production and points of consumption might
be vast. (Coombe 1996: 210)

But most importantly, unlike the secret of a western soft drink like Coca-Cola,
which can be described objectively, textualized, is alienable and can be stolen, the secret
of Laghidze’s seemed to be at once technical/objective and artisanal/subjective,
embodied in the very person and name of the ‘master’, the ‘sorceror’ (jadokari)
Mitropane Laghidze, and his lineal descendents, such as Ramaz and Torniqe Laghidze,
who ran the establishment after him. The following assessment, from the newspaper
Komunisti, is typical of the late socialist mythology of Laghidze’s. Conceding that part
of the secret of Laghidze’s resided specifically on Mitrophane’s tongue, Mitrophane’s
‘gustatory art’, Laghidze’s secret also resides in both the ‘good conscience’ of the
producer as well as his ‘maintenance of optimal technological regimes’.
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Yes, exactly the tip of the tongue—Mitrophane’s amazing degustatory art! But –
it must be said—not only this! His main ‘secret’ was his good conscientiousness
[ketil sindisiereba] and exacting maintenance of optimal technological regimes.
(Aslanishvili 1989: 4)

Mitrophane Laghidze himself was no fetishizer of the artisanal, he relied on what was
known of technical production of soft drinks, part of his innovation was simply in
attempting to make high quality, but inexpensive soft drinks, on a mass scale (his own
publications on soft drink production from the Stalin period, in which his own methods
figure in only a minor way, are immense technological surveys of various industrial
means of production of soft drinks (Laghidze 1954)). That is, and this is crucial, he was
no artisanal producer, his objective was specifically mass production of high quality soft
drinks of identical quality (see Meneley 2004 for the opposition). Nor was he a fetishizer
of local knowledge alone, as is typical in artisanal discourses (again, see Meneley 2004),
he visited Europe for both knowledge and equipment: ‘For the purposes of a foundational
acquaintance of the rules of preparing non-alcoholic drinks and to acquire certain
improved useful apparatus he intentionally traveled in Russia, Germany and France’
(Aslanishvili 1989: 4). Still, always the ‘sorceror’, he learned these arts and improved
upon them:

The rules for preparing fizzy cold drinks from fruit juices and extracts was known
for a long time before. But them, as among us, so in Russia and abroad, they
made non-alcoholic drinks mainly from synthetic essences: knowledge about the
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importance of fruit and non-fermented fruit juices for human health was more
limited. At the same time for the making of drinks the use of expensive [nadleuli]
was not profitable. M. directed his main attention in that direction, that he might
use the plentiful high quality fruit abundantly existing among us in the mass
production of non-alcoholic beverages. This however, aside from economics, was
connected to other difficulties as well – it demanded the refining and improving
of existing rules of the preparation of fruit juices and syrups, (Aslanishvili 1989:
4)

If much of the quality of the technique and the technology used by Laghidze was
specifically European modernity, the quality of the raw materials was owing to Georgia.
But not merely this, Mitrophane Laghidze, and more recently, his grandson Torniqe
Laghidze, chose specific fruits from specific producers from specific areas, in effect, both
a personal knowledge and selection of raw materials and the equivalent of a regional
appellation. Laghidze’s methods involved both a cult of technological industrial
modernity (culture) as well as a craftsmanlike personalistic, charismatic involvement in
production in the selection of raw materials (nature):

Taking into account the specific qualities of local raw materials, he chose raw
materials with exacting care according to locality [mikroraion]. For example, he
prepared raspberry syrup with berries found only in Bakuriani, which were very
aromatic and flavorful, although it would have been cheaper to use produce
brought in from the North Caucasus. …. He really was a sorcerer (jadokari).
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According to miniscule nuances he would select ingredients of such a kind that
the product gained especially attractive and flavorful aromatic qualities. In the
same way, he made such compositions, which more than once were awarded the
highest prize at impartial and international exhibitions. (Aslanishvili 1989: 4)

But the most important thing is his popularity, in the double sense of being popular with
customers are home and abroad, but also his commitment to ‘the people’, that his drinks
would be affordable for the people, and that his secret would belong to the people (the
title of this article is saidumlo khalkhs darcha ‘The secret remained with the people’):.

The name of Laghidze’s waters immediately was heard widely. What is most
important, it became affordable and beloved for everyone…. [When he died] he
did not take away with him his “secret”. He left everything to his people.
(Aslanishvili 1989: 4)

This discourse of the ‘secret’ of Laghidze’s allows Laghidze’s to serve as a model
socialist commodity of the future, opposed both to actually existing capitalist
commodities and even actually existing socialist ones. First of all, advanced technology
is central to this production regime. Laghidze was no Luddite, he sought modern
technology wherever he could find it, usually in Europe, and maintained a thoroughly
modern technological regime of mass production. Laghidze was not a William Morris of
soft drinks. This maintenance of technological regimes is linked to his socialist
credentials and his good conscience, his desire to produce high quality goods, but
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socialist ones, that is, mass production of elite quality goods for the masses. Where
other socialist producers in an economic situation of shortage might have used input
substitution and lower quality raw materials to achieve mass production quotas (Kornai
1982, 1986, 1992, Verdery 1991), Laghidze maintained a personalistic regime of
technical supervision and selection of high quality raw materials, having specific peasant
producers from whom he purchased specific raw materials.
As the poem above suggests, M. Laghidze embodied his secret of production.
Correspondingly, his name was his ‘secret’, possessing some of the properties of a brand
or a trademark, but unlike these, not constituting alienable private property. Unlike a
trademark, the name of the product is at the same time the name of the family that
produced it. It is therefore no surprise that Laghidze’s soft drinks remained a dynasty
even under socialism, for the secret of Laghidze’s seemed to be embodied in the family
name, the management of the factory always remaining within the kinship group. But
Laghidze’s is also ‘popular’, Laghidze’s is an ideal image of socialist production (latently
opposed to actual socialist production), the secret of Laghidze’s is not a ‘secret’, kept
away from the people, but a secret given freely to the people. And yet, at the same time,
very much unlike a production patent, a brand name or a trademark, which are
definitionally forms of objective, alienable wealth, the Laghidze’s ‘name’ remains a
name, an inalienable property of a lineage, passed not by market but by descent, which
could only lead to the formation of a kind of industrial dynasty under socialism.
If the special qualities of Laghidze’s regime of production can be mobilized in
contrast to capitalism, it can also serve as a basis for the immanent critique of the rest of
the production regimes of socialism in general. And, in fact, on the occasion of the
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official Laghidze’s jubilee (1986), we find both discourses in tandem, Laghidze’s serves
as a basis for the critique of capitalism, but also a critique of typical socialist norms of
production, too. So far this article in ‘Komunisti’ (Aslanishvili 1989) has followed a
rather official line, praising Laghidze not only for giving his ‘secret’ to the people, but for
all his other social work in other fields, political, cultural, etc. in an utterly typical
socialist fashion. Mention of the fact that the Laghidze’s factory is a ‘dynasty’ is
acceptable, given the personalistic artisanal qualities that Laghidze commingled with his
modernistic fetishism of technique and technology in mass production. The author, at the
end of the piece, reflects on the words of the director at that time, Ramaz Laghidze,
which opposed turning Laghidze into something like a ‘made up name’ for a drink (a
brand name typifying capitalist style soft drinks like Pepsi then entering socialist
circulation by special agreement), but endorsed restoring the charisma of the
‘Mitrophanic tradition’:

… On my way back, as I went into the “Laghidze’s” on Rustaveli and according
to habit I drank a ‘Lemon’, I was reminded of the words spoken by a dissatisfied
Mr. Ramaz [Laghidze]: “In recent times there is felt a tendency for an excess of
drinks with made up names , we need to resurrect,” he said, “the Mitrophanic
tradition of preparing natural fruit syrups, which essentially conditioned the
unique properties of these drinks, their medicinal, dietary and gustatory
functions.” (Aslanishvili 1989: 4)
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And here is where the author makes a rather odd suggestion for a newspaper bearing the
name Komunisti, in effect, advocating the return of Laghidze’s Waters as private property
to the Laghidze family!

And here an idea dawned on me: now, when activity by individual labor,
cooperative movements, is being so encouraged, wouldn’t it be best if the
Lagidzes were to once again take into their own hands the making of
“Laghidze’s”? (Aslanishvili 1989: 4)

In retrospect, now the whole article seems more like praise for a capitalist entrepreneur
than a hero of socialism. How could this happen in the newspaper Kommunisti?
The answer is now ‘how’ but ‘when’? The article in question came out in what
turned out to be the final two years of socialism in Georgia, the ambivalence of the
discourse, that on the one hand praises Laghidze for giving his ‘secret’ as a free gift to the
people, and then immediately advocates returning the secret to the Laghidze family, is
more or less typical of the reforming tendencies of the period. It would be a mistake to
assume that what is intended here is to give the Laghidze name back to the Laghidze
family as private property, in the form of alienable intellectual property, as a patent or
copyright, providing a passive rent for the property owners. This is what would be
involved if what was intended was simply to make the secret their property in the
capitalist sense. Rather, the author suggests that control of production be returned to the
originators of that form of production, the Laghidze family, in whose family name is
embodied this charismatic involvement with production. Thus, this is not an attempt to
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turn Laghidze’s name into a Western brand, as personal property of the Laghidze’s
family. Such an imitation of western branding (like the western Pepsi brands that were
then in socialist circulation) is specifically dismissed as an alternative (the ‘excess of
drinks with made up names’), the article expresses a desire to return to the tradition of
producing real use values, drinks that differ from each other and other drinks essentially
in terms of their actual unique ‘medicinal, dietary and gustatory properties’ and not
drinks that differ accidentally on the basis of their ‘made up names’. The arbitrary
conventionalism of Western ‘made up’ brand names expresses the way these drinks are
triumphs of form over essence, while the personalism of the ‘Mitrophanic’ tradition
embodies an essentialist position based on essential attributes of producer (the Laghidze’s
name) and product (medicinal, dietary and gustatory properties’). That is, this is a
productivist critique, a naturalizing critique of production (western and soviet alike) from
the perspective of use-values, incarnated in the ideal socialist commodity, Laghidze’s.
This, by the way, points up the ways that the ‘secret’ of Laghidze’s is not what one
might expect, a trade secret that could be written down on paper, stolen, kept secret,
published or patented as private property, it is a property of the producer, as inalienable
as the tip of Mitrophane Laghidze’s tongue. Despite first appearances, the critique of
socialism here is not so much based on property as production.
Thus, discourses on ‘the secret of Laghidze’s’ common in this period reveal not
only socialist models of ideal forms production for the people, but also could be
mobilized as a position of critique of state production. In some cases, this verges on
identifying the personalistic regime of Laghidze’s factory (as opposed to other socialist
production) as being something more like the ‘private’ domain of household level
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production of the ‘second economy’. Thus, ‘the secret of Laghidze’s can serve as a
shifting position of critique of other forms of production, a shifting figure for the
recursive opposition between ‘public’ and ‘private’ within this domain (Gal 2002). That
is, on one level, Laghidze’s soft drinks, the secret of Laghidze’s, represents an idealized
form of socialist production, the making public property of the private secret of
Laghidze’s, allowing Laghidze’s private dream to be realized for all. On another level,
Laghidze’s secret (private) is something debased by socialist production (public). In
critiques of this form, Laghidze’s is set up as an ideal (again, initially in opposition to
capitalist products like Pepsi), which then allows it to in turn be used to critique actually
existing socialism, as well. Thus, according to the following writer, Laghidze’s waters
were an international success because of their intrinsic qualities, and the ‘name’ of
Laghdize’s was derived from the qualities of the man and the qualities of the drink, very
much unlike, for example, foreign drinks with ‘made up names’ like ‘Pepsi Cola’, ‘Fanta’
and ‘Fiesta’:

The waters of Mitrophane Laghidze made his name renowned far and wide.
Today they drink Laghidze’s with pleasure not only among us, but in America, in
Austria, in Japan and in other foreign countries. We however drink “Pepsi Cola”,
“Fanta” and “Fiesta” (?) poured according to a foreign recipe. …Nevertheless
where should we seek the secret of the phenomenal success of Mitrophane
Laghidze’s wonderful waters? In the first place, of course, in his talent and in his
love of work, in his conscientiousness and respectability. He gathered fruit only
according to Micro-region, used without a doubt spring water for the preparation
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of juices and syrups, he didn’t economize on his sugar supplies nor did he sneak
in left over fruit that was to be thrown away. This is why everyone thirsted for
Laghidze’s waters. (Aleksandria1989: 2)

Such is the ideal embodied in the myth of Mitrophane Laghidze, but this author continues
to show how this socialist inheritance was squandered in reality. In the khachapuri
restaurant the author is describing (which, he grants, is associated with a factory and is
supplied only indirectly by Laghidze’s), sometimes the water lacks gas, sometimes it is
warm, and worst of all, the assortment is poor, when the Laghidze’s name is precisely
associated with variegated assortments of flavors: Of the ten kinds of khachapuri
advertised on the menu, only two, sometimes three are available, of the six containers for
syrup, three are always empty. All of which raises the more basic point, why, under
socialism, has the secret Laghidze left the people been so squandered? ‘Why do we so
impoverish the production of the bold genius of Mitrophane Laghidze?’ Adding that
‘soon in Kutaisi a Laghidze’s waters brand-name-store (sapirmo maghazia) will be
opened and, perhaps we will be able to try every kind of their product then’ (Aleksandria
1989: 2)
The ‘secret’ of Laghidze’s seems to have been a fertile ground for conceptualizing
socialism and reformist positions with respect to socialist production in the late 80s. The
Abkhazian novelist Fazil Iskander, whose Sandro of Chegem novels seem to marry
disparate elements of folklore and socialist reality, the every day and the state, in such
curious ways that he has merited the title of a ‘socialist magical realist’ author, has a
segment where the hero, Uncle Sandro, an extra-ordinary ordinary Abkhazian, has yet
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another one of his run ins with the highest echelons of power under Stalin, this time in a
tale about socialist soft drinks, the tale of a certain ‘Logidze’ and his famous soft drinks
and Stalin’s security henchman, the notorious Lavrenti Beria (also, like Stalin, a
Georgian). The character Logidze is obviously a mythic version of the quasi-mythic
culture hero of Georgian flavoured waters, Mitrophane Laghidze. The tale is narrated by
Uncle Sandro’s nephew, the narrator of all the novels. The immediate context is the
hapless attempt of Abesalomon Nartovich, a local bureaucrat, in the present day (the
novels are set in the ‘stagnation’ period of socialism, the 60s and 70s), to impress a
visiting Cosmonaut by offering him his own undrinkable experimental soft drinks. The
political background that sets the scene for the encounter, is Logidze’s refusal to share
the secret of his production process with the Socialist authorities:

“Now I should like to offer you,” Abesalomon Nartovich [A local Abkhazian
Socialist Bureaucrat] said ceremonially, “a soft drink made from my own recipe...
Nadya, bring the glasses.”
....
“The famous Logidze carried the secret of his soft drinks to the grave,”
Abesalomon Nartovich said, “to the extent of my modest abilities, I am trying to
create a drink of equivalent worth.”
Interesting, I thought; does anyone in the country tend to his own affairs?
Nevertheless, the mighty breadth of Abesalomon Nartovich’s character left room
for hope that he was not a complete stranger to the affairs of his own institute.
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At this point Uncle Sandro took the floor and told a short story about his own
encounter with the famous Logidze.
It seems that Logidze made the best soft drinks in the world. His lemon fizz
was so fine that the Shah of Persia couldn’t live a day without it. Cases of
Logidze Lemon Fizz were dispatched to Baku, went from there by sea to Persia,
and then by Caravan all the way to Teheran.
But in the early thirties Logidze’s relations with Beria deterioriated badly.
Beria apparently tried to find the secret of the soft drinks from him, but Logidze
would not reveal it. Despite Beria’s intrigues, the old man bravely preserved his
secret. And Beria couldn’t do anything to him because he didn’t know how Stalin
felt about it. He merely exiled him from Tbilisi. Logidze moved to Mukhus [the
mythical universe name for Sukhum, the capital of the Abkhazian ASSR, part of
the Georgian SSR]. Here he worked in a soft drink factory, still making his
excellent beverages, but he did not reveal their secret to anyone.

Now in Abkhazia, he firmly enters the narrative universe of the Abkhazian writer’s
novels. The [historical] head of the local communist party and the ASSR, Nestor
Lakoba, decides to see if he cannot get the secret, naturally employing Uncle Sandro, the
trickster hero of most of these stories, for this end. On Lakoba’s instructions, Uncle
Sandro gets the keys to the old man’s apartment, puts on a mask and gets a pistol, and
goes to the old man’s apartment and wakes him up. Uncle Sandro is flustered by the fact
that the old man Logidze, having been harassed by Beria over the years, is unimpressed
with the pistol bearing intruder.
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“More of Beria’s little tricks?” he[the old man] asked, settling back in the bed.
“No,” Uncle Sandro said, “but you have to reveal--”
“The secret of Logidze water?” the old man asked scornfully. Taking a
cigarette from the chair that stood at the head of the bed, he struck a match and lit
up. “Remember this: there isn’t any Logidze secret.”

This takes Uncle Sandro by surprise, and the result is a kind of Socratic dialog by which
the wise old man Logidze explains that the process is not a product of knowledge, a
secret, something that can learned, written down, stolen, but a product of love and labor,
things that cannot be taken or faked or abstracted away from the labor process or from
real people. The standard of comparison of an equivalent labor process which combines
love and talent are differences in making the West Georgian and Abkhazian domestic
staple, cornmeal mush. In other words, not an industrial labor process, nor even artisanal,
but more equivalent to female domestic reproduction than male industrial production,
more like private production (the home, the second economy) than public production
(state, socialist production). In other words, a critique of bureaucratization and planning
(knowledge, secrets) from the point of production itself and the factors of production that
are embedded in it, properties of persons (love, talent), a critique of planning from the
perspective of use values.

‘What do you mean, there isn’t?” Uncle Sandro asked in surprise.
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“There just isn’t,” the old man said, inhaling. He waved at Uncle Sandro’s
pistol. “Put it away, or it’ll go off by accident... No, there isn’t any Logidze
secret; there’s love for the work and knowledge of the work.”
“How do you mean?” Uncle Sandro asked, putting the pistol in his pocket.
“Do you know how your cornmeal mush is made?” the old man asked.
“I do,” Uncle Sandro replied.
“And there’s no secret to it?” the old man asked.
“There’s no secret,” Uncle Sandro replied.
“Then why are there some housewives who make cornmeal mush that’s a real
treat, while others aren’t very good at it?” the old man asked.
“Some are better at it, and some aren’t,” Uncle Sandro replied, trying not to let
himself get confused.
“But don’t those who are worse at it know everything that those who are better
at it know?” the old man went on. “Or do they have some sort of secret?”
“No,” Uncle Sandro said. “How could there be a secret, everyone knows how to
make cornmeal mush.”
“Then why,” the old man asked, “are some first rate at making it, others a little
worse, and still others thoroughly bad?”
“I don’t know,” Uncle Sandro admitted at last.
“Because there’s talent and love in the world,” the old man said, “which your
bosses won’t ever understand. A woman in whom talent and love are combined
makes cornmeal mush better than the others. Love teaches her to choose fresh
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meal at the bazaar, to sift it well, and talent helps her correctly to grasp the
relation of the fire to what is being cooked on the fire.”
“Then what should we do?” Uncle Sandro said.
“Just respect talent,” the old man replied, “and when I’m gone there’ll be people
who make soft drinks no worse than I do.”

But since Uncle Sandro needs something from the old man, politics being what they are,
the old man writes something down on a sheet of paper that Sandro can take back to his
bosses. It turns out, of course, on analysis, just to be a basic recipe for soft drinks, what
everyone already knows, no great secret, and at this point the bosses give up on trying to
prise the secret from the old man. Naturally, the truth of the proposition that there’s no
secret, just natural talent and love, is proven immediately by the fact that Abesalomon
Nartovich, after all, himself a bureaucrat with no talent or love for the production
process, has concocted something that illustrates the point amply:

While Uncle Sandro was telling all this, the secretary brought in a tray of
glasses. Abesalomon Nartovich opened the refrigerator and took out a carafe of
poisonously yellow liquid.
“Old man Logidze tricked you, all the same, Sandro,” Abesalomon Nartovich
said in a voice filled with self-confidence, as he poured the glasses. “He carried
the secret of his soft drinks to the grave... But I shall achieve a drink that will be
no worse. Try this one, for now.”
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We reached the glasses with a certain lack of confidence. I put my lips to the
icy liquid and began to sip it slowly. It was on the bitter side, and my mouth
puckered. The others, I noticed, also took cautious sips from their glasses. Only
the cosmonaut, with his native decisiveness, tossed off the whole glass at once.
Then he wiped his lips and said, “It tastes of pine needles.”
His exactitude was disarming. (Iskander 1984:280-283).

Iskander presents Laghidze’s as a figure opposed to socialist production, once
again a figure of production, but a figure of production as an intimate sphere, private
sphere, labor of love, opposed to the bureaucrat Nartovich, who believes there is a
‘technical’ solution to the problem, but his loveless researches produce only poisonously
yellow liquids that taste like pine needles. Once again, the salient value of ‘private’ is not
to be identified with western private property, rather, Laghidze’s production techniques
have no secret, because the secret is the same as the secret of a woman who makes good
corn mush for her family. The private ‘secret’ of Laghidze’s is not that it had been
private in something like the sense of capitalist private property, but the private in the
sense of the intimate sphere of women’s labor, the labor of love (for the fetishization of
this sphere in antipolitics see Gal 2002, Gal and Kligman 2000). The love that Laghidze
poured into his labor (shared also by all discourses about the man and his family) is what
makes the soft drink good. This also means that the secret of Laghidze’s cannot be
appropriated and made public, because love is an inalienable possession: labor and
production is made into a transcendent act of love that can never be appropriated by the
socialist state, socialist labor will never equal the labor of love of the informal second
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economy of love. There is no technical secret to be appropriated, because the secret is
love. It follows that no one will imitate Laghidze’s by a sheerly technical means, by
stealing his ‘secret’.
New rivals under post-socialism: Laghidze’s, Coca-Cola, and others. Laghidze’s
store front operation was something like the Mecca of Socialist Soft Drinks, presiding
over a socialist softdrinkscape that stretched across all the Union republics. Their syrups,
or rather, aromatics from which syrups could be made, were sent across the whole Soviet
Union so that Laghidze’s could be made anywhere. In this sense, Laghidze’s was a
socialist ‘brand’, as salient in socialist space as Coca-Cola is as a capitalist brand (Miller
1998). As a result of this somewhat privileged position, Laghidze’s is really not so bad
an index, an ‘indicator species’, of the changes that ten or more years of post-socialism
had wrought. Coming back to Tbilisi for the first time since 1993 in 2001, I set my face
for stun as I wandered around a city that had changed in so many ways since the years of
shock therapy and wars. The chaos and crime had been replaced by a more civilized
public order, and at the same time socialist deficit economies had been replaced with real,
permanent capitalist style poverty and unemployment. Cheese bread shops were
everywhere, the principle of distribution now was the possession of money rather than
ordinal position in a line. Everywhere, too, were new, bottled soft drinks, some of which
were Coca-Cola products, others new to me, having some of the odd flavours typical of
Laghidze’s (Tarragon flavoured soft drinks, for example, which are actually really pretty
good), but none of the new bottled beverages were Laghidze’s, they were being made by
other Georgian (beer) companies, Qazbegi, Lomisi, others. In fact, virtually all Georgian
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beer companies now offer some version of the standard Laghidze’s line of flavors, in
bottled form, not served the traditional Laghidze’s way, cup by cup (see above).
When I returned, my friend Paata, who knew me well from the early 1990s and
my single minded love of Laghidze’s, asked me if I wanted to go on my ‘Hajj’ to the
soft-drink Mecca, and I enthusiastically agreed.
The place was empty. Under socialism there was always a line and the place
teamed with people, it was really the only choice. Now the marble walls and tables,
which made the place cool in the heat of Tbilisi summers, took on a sombre tone,
reminding me of a soft drink mausoleum. Naturally, I wanted Tarragon flavoured pop,
which was as good as ever, but I was confused by the presence of so many kinds of
khachapuri, not all of which were piping hot as they had been in the past. In general, the
place was a ghostly presence, a haunting, of the Laghidze’s I had known.
What happened to socialist brands like Laghidzes? Socialist products were not
uniformly bad, in fact, some were quite good, and Laghidze’s was a model citizen of the
socialist commodity world, where it’s only ‘rivals’ were alcoholic beverages, wine and
beer. But by 2001, Laghidze’s waters now found itself not only in competition with its
historical ‘rivals’, wine and beer, but with new rivals as well, including Western brands
and flavors of soft drink, notably Coca-Cola, as well as branded and brandless local
bottled versions of the same flavor line that Laghidze’s had pioneered.
In a sense, within this proliferation of new capitalist rivals, the most salient
opposition is the opposition between the socialist soft drink name par excellence,
Laghidze’s waters, and the Western soft drink brand name par excellence, Coca-Cola.
They seem, in a sense, to be destined to stand as figures for the opposition between
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socialist and capitalist production. There are some interesting historical ironies about
these two soft drinks, Laghidze’s and Coke. According to some Laghidze’s labels, but
not the older ones, Laghidze’s operation began in Georgia in 1887. The redating may
have had something to do with engineering a jubilee in 1987, or it may have been when
Mitrophane Laghidze began his apprenticeship in a soft drink store in Kutaisi. Regardless
of the veracity of this date, the very same year (1887) Coca-Cola was trademarked in the
State of Georgia in the United States (patented 1897). Laghidze’s was the socialist brand
that had a name recognition and extension in space under socialism similar to the
capitalist brand par excellence, Coca-Cola. The products are not merely similar on the
metaphoric plane of iconic resemblance, they are related locally on the metonymic plane
of indexicality, real association. When Coca-Cola arrived in Tbilisi in the early nineties,
it took over one of the plants and some of the staff that had been used by the socialist
firm that had also bottled Laghidze’s products. While the heir of the Laghidze softdrink
lineage, Torniqe Laghidze, still runs the Laghidze plant in Tbilisi as a labor of love, his
grandson, Vakhtang, works in Public Relations at the Coca-Cola plant down the street.
And yet, even as, in the world of production, the two brands were linked by kinship
of various kinds, in the world of consumption, the arrival of Coca-Cola was taken as a
sign of the new capitalist order, heralding, among other things, the end of the old order
whose symbol was Laghidze’s. A cartoon from Niangi from the early 1990s summed up
the transition to capitalism by showing an animate bottle of Laghidze’s sitting on the
pavement on a street corner, begging, and a passing animate bottle of Coca-Cola flipping
it some small change.
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Figure 10: Cartoon from humor magazine Niangi [Crocodile] (1998) V. Kucia

Figure 10: Cartoon from humor magazine Niangi [Crocodile] (1998) V. Kucia

This is an example of what I have called elsewhere brand totemism, the
mobilization of oppositions on the plane of objects, in this case between brands as figures
to organize oppositions along some dimension of the social order. As Daniel Miller
argues, particularly salient western brands like Coca-Cola can be deployed as
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‘metasymbols’, standing not for the concrete product, but the whole social order
(capitalism, westernization, imperialism) of which they are merely a salient part (Miller
1998). This single property of products, brand, could be understood to be uniquely the
property of western goods like Coca-Cola, or, on the other hand, could be understood as
being paralleled by socialist ‘brands’ like Laghidze’s, so that here, as elsewhere, the
categories of socialism appear to be ‘so different…yet so eerily familiar’ (Gal 2002: 80).
Under socialism, ‘brand’ had been largely understood as being exclusively a property of
goods from the ‘Imaginary West’ (Yurchak 2006), so that the attribute of having a brand
name (Russian firmennye, Georgian sapirmo, pirmis) at the same time tended to be
understood as meaning the product was from ‘the West’. Under post-socialism,
indigenous named products like Laghidze’s came to be understood as being somehow
indigenous equivalents of newly arrived Western brand name products.
On the one hand, then, Western goods could appear to be distinguished from
socialist ones by this single property, brand. The transition, then, under this
understanding, was a transition from brandlessness to brand, and one single property of a
commodity, albeit a semiotically salient one, brand, could come to stand as a metasymbol for the transition itself. And from among these western brands, some single,
particularly salient brand could seem to encapsulate the entire transition from socialism to
capitalism, like the arrival of Coca-Cola (Pepsi, let us remember, was a socialist brand, so
to speak, hence it is associated with a discourse of nostalgia, the older generation, when it
was reintroduced in Georgia a few years back after a hiatus of over a decade the
billboards asked ‘Remember Pepsi?’). This sort of understanding is typical of late
socialist discourses (above), which oppose true use-values (socialist), which are named
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after what they essentially are (i.e. ‘tarragon’), or after the real producers (‘Laghidze’s’)
to western products of inscrutable content with ‘made up names’ (brands), like CocaCola.
Alternately, socialist products could be understood to be like capitalist
commodities, and socialist ‘brands’ could stand in opposition to capitalist counterparts, as
‘our brands’ to ‘theirs’, soft drink brands like Laghidze’s and Coca-cola providing figures
or ‘meta-symbols’ that could be mobilized to oppose the cultures of circulation of which
they are part. Here the semiotic oppositions that distinguish between branded
commodities from different regimes of production (socialist and capitalist, local and
global) are redeployed to condense a whole space and time, a kind of ‘brand totemism’ in
which the differentiation of human second nature, products and brands, is used to classify
human space-times. Such brands stand not for the product or the imagined consumer,
they stand for whole social totalities, times and spaces.
The cartoon of course is really not about Laghidze’s and Coca-Cola. Laghidze’s
and Coca-Cola are figures, conveniently opposed Socialist and Western brands from the
same domain of use-value, mobilized to oppose the products of the socialist period (‘our’
Laghidze’s) over and against the products coming in from the Capitalist west (‘their’
Coca-Cola). Obviously, the cartoon-writer is not merely commenting on the fate of
companies like Laghidze’s, but also the fate of socialist production in general in the postsocialist, capitalist period, and the two brands are mobilized as brand totems of a whole
series of changes. Those changes are that socialist companies and ‘brands’ that were
once strong are now reduced to begging in the street, and that new companies like Cocacola are those that are doing well now. Transferred to whole populations, Laghidze’s
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stands for the general dire economic situation of people of the socialist generation as a
whole, or even Georgia’s transition from socialism (Laghidze’s) to post-socialism (CocaCola) as a whole.
But the semiotic apparatus of western brands like Coca-Cola are very different from
their socialist ‘equivalents’. If we look at the Laghidze’s bottle in comparison to the coke
bottle, we see a range of differences immediately. The coke-bottle is in itself
recognizable, so much so that the artist actually took a photograph of a coke bottle.
Naturally, we are familiar with the coke-bottle shape, so recognizable a part of one of the
most recognizable brands. We are also familiar with the coke logo (now Coca-Cola has
a different logo in stylized Georgian alphabet, but still recognizable), the color of the
fluid, and so on. But what of Laghidze’s? First of all, Laghidze’s is seldom found in
bottled form. It is possible to do so, but most of the time it is sold directly, mixed directly
into the glass cup from which you will drink it (above). As if to underline the totemic
opposition between the two beverages, Coca-Cola, when dispensed, is served in
disposable plastic cups, often by the same vendors who serve Laghidze’s in glass cups, in
the traditional socialist style. In the cartoon, the label of Laghidze’s basically boils down
to a place for the inscription of the Laghidze’s name itself, Laghidze’s equivalent of
‘brand recognition’ boils down to the Laghidze’s name. While Laghidze’s labels in the
prerevolutionary past has a recognizable logo (image of Georgian woman in traditional
dress) and assorted other semiotic paraphanelia of brand, much like Coca-Cola, under
socialism, in fact, the Laghidze’s logo appeared, if at all, in a tiny mark at the edge of the
label (below, upper edge, middle, surrounded by the names in Georgian and Russian).
The bulk of the space of the label announced the nature of the use-value that was to be
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consumed, but not the producer of that use-value (obviously, Coca-Cola elides the
difference between the two). In fact, the two major soft-drink factories, Laghidze’s and
Tbilxiltsqali (acronym for Tbilisi Fruit Waters, later to be come the Coca-Cola plant) not
only shared much of the same personnel, but also the same style of labels but for these
tiny markings. (These are not soft drinks ready to be consumed, but syrups that could,
with the right night technology, be used to prepare soft drinks. Additionally one notes
that like many such socialist labels, space is given over at the edges for the marking of
expiration dates [bottom, year; left side, month; right side, day], since socialist products
did not use preservatives. Such markings are also typically diagnostic of socialist style
labels).

Typical Socialist soft drink labels: (Left) Georgian SSR State Agriculture Industry in the
name of Laghidze’s, ‘Tarragon Syrup’, (Right) Georgian SSR State Agriculture Industry
TbilxilTsqali, ‘Lemon Syrup’
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Details: (Left to Right) Tbilkhiltsqali logo, Laghidze’s Logo (indicating origins of 1887),
Pre-revolutionary (1914) Laghidze’s logo from newspaper advertisement (indicating
1900 as the [correct] date for the founding of Laghidze’s).

The fact that Laghidze’s is found in bottled form, and the label on the bottle are all
motivated by the need to position Laghidze’s as coke’s domestic rival, but unlike the
immediate recognizability of the coke bottle, Laghidze’s brand apparatus has no semiotic
properties that are recognizable, except one, the name itself. This is why, I have been
arguing, the Laghidze’s company does not conceptualize itself as a ‘brand’ (an
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appellation arbitrarily conferred on a kind of object), but a ‘name’ (an essential attribute
of the producer of the object). Hence, on one level, Laghidze’s pairs off against Coke as
a socialist or domestic brand to a capitalist or international one, on another level, the
opposition is between good with a ‘brand’ (pirmis, which in Georgian typically also
means ‘foreign’) versus goods with a ‘name’ (Laghidze’s). One of the problems that will
face Georgian ‘brands’ is to overcome the idea that pirmis (branded) means ‘foreign’.
The other is the idea, encountered above, that obsession with exterior qualisigns of
products like ‘brand’ comes at the expense of evaluating them in terms of their intrinsic
properties. Certainly Laghidze’s has always based its ‘name’ on this principle.
Since brands were first encountered, one might say, as a kind of portent of the
imaginary West (Yurchak 2006), their otherworldliness in fact underlined by their
separation from the mundane banality of use-values. And so, too, the criticism of this
brand fetish naturally positions itself in the domain of use-values and ‘natural’ qualisigns,
natural qualities that make an object adapted to fill a human desire or need, as opposed to
a pure ‘brand qualisign’, whose primary semiotic function is to create individual species
of generic desires of needs. From the perspective of ‘natural desires and needs’ (usevalue), brands appear to be a substitution of desire for natural qualisigns for unnatural,
brand qualisigns. In this cartoon, two young people who are heavily into indexing their
desire for the imaginary west by wearing brand names, are talking. One announces he is
getting married, and the other asks what ‘brand’ (pirmis) is wife is. Instead of asking
what her human qualities, including her name or surname, are, he asks about her ‘brand’.
This sort of thing is no longer an irony, of course, in Georgia or in the US, as brand
becomes a dominant semiotic metaphor for extra-economic differences, so that people
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can talk about ‘self-branding’. Initially this seems like brand totemism, but inasmuch as
it is a transference of properties of objects (brands) to subjects (names), it is more
fetishistic.

Figure 11

-- I am getting married!
-- What brand (pirmis) is she? (Niangi 1978 13)

The opposition between Coca-Cola and this local soft drink also appears as a
David-Goliath metaphor to Western commentators in Russia, here, a young American in
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Moscow writing for the English language ex-pat rag, the Moscow Times. The discourse
here is a familiar one from anti-brand activism and the slow food movement (Meneley
2004), the local drink that can stand up to the homogenization of taste of Coca-Cola and
McDonalds must therefore be qualitatively distinctive. Rather than call the drink by its
proper name (Laghidze’s), in a orientalizing moment, the commentator chooses to name
the brand after a specific flavor, the most decidedly unfamiliar to western tastes, tarragon
flavoured (Russian tarkhun, Georgian tarkhuna). The opposition is not now an
opposition between the homogenizing western flavor and brand, Coca-Cola, and the local
tarragon-flavoured brand symbolized by its opposition to Western canons of taste. While
Laghidze’s is primarily known for a long line of sweet drinks made from fruits and not
herbs, it is the exoticism of a sweet drink flavoured with a savoury herb, tarragon, that
makes Laghidze’s a suitable opponent to the homogenizing western taste of the global
soft drink. Our commentator writes:

So what local underdog beverage can topple the Coke global hegemony? My vote is
in for the super lightweight contender from Tbilisi, Georgia, the green-colored drink
that goes by the name "Tarhoon." And this exotic elixir has a history every bit as
interesting as Coca Colas. In 1889, three years after the discovery of Coca Cola,
halfway around the world in Georgia the entrepreneur Lagidze was experimenting
with different water-based drinks enhanced with herbs. One of these creations
employs the herb estragon, together with a few other natural ingredients and a mix
of carbonation to give it a fizz. The result is a very pleasant drink that does not
carry the high caffeine levels of the heavyweight champion. But just try finding a
bottle of Tarhoon in your local supermarket…! If you can make it past the wall of
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Coke you will be lucky to find a few dusty bottles, aging like wine on some bottle
shelf. But this is neither an attack on Coca Cola, nor an endorsement for Tarhoon.
Rather, the example of Coke and Tarhoon provides a microcosm for the way the
global economy seems to be running these days. The huge transnational
corporations have the massive budgets to dump their products across the "global
village" with very little consideration for the fate of the small local producers. This
subject goes far beyond soda pop. It touches every aspect of our lives and actually
defines our society and culture to a large degree. (Bridge 2005)

By and large, much of the appeal of Coca-cola in Tbilisi is the very fact that it is a
‘foreign’ brand, even though it is a franchise and for the most part produced locally. (For
many of the same reasons, however, Coca-Cola participates peripherally in a set of
discourses that imputes to Coca-Cola a hidden poisonous quality). On the contemporary
scene it has its own contemporary Georgian competitors offering drinks with ‘Laghidze’s
like’ flavours, such as tarragon, such as Qazbegi, who we will discuss in the next chapter.
And Coca-Cola has rested content to a great extent to be associated with that which is not
local, because, after all, the very concept or brand implies non-locality, and also, because
the West is associated with a considerable amount of prestige. Coca-Cola advertising in
Tbilisi is, for the most part, simply a local version of the global brand.
But if the drink is clearly foreign and western, how to associate it with
Georgianness, how to embed it in contexts of consumption? In recent years the strategy
has been one of assimilation by association. One of the very few Coca-Cola advertising
campaigns in Georgia to be initiated locally, is a set of billboards (2006) that shows
Coca-Cola alongside a series of Georgian food items (hamburgers, dumplings called
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khinkali, khachapuri, and kebabs), with the motto ‘Every dish demands Coca-Cola’. The
fact that Coca-Cola goes with hamburgers (whether western style McDonalds burgers,
the franchise for which is owned by the same man who owns the Coke Franchise, or the
spicier local version sometimes sold on the street) is well known, the objective of this
campaign is to associate Coke with traditional Georgian foods that are themselves
associated with each of the significant drinks in the Georgian pantheon: beer, waters, and
wine. Very much like Laghidze’s, here Coca-Cola sets itself up the ‘rival of [other]
drinks’, wine, beer, and even other soft-drinks like Laghidze’s. The current campaign
selects certain dishes to stand for the full range of Georgian cuisine, including cake,
normally eaten with coffee, and hamburgers, normally eaten with Coke, represented
below. The traditional Georgian dishes are selected because each of them is
stereotypically associated with a different Georgian drink. The ad then insists that each
dish is really demanding Coke.
But the much more specific value of the ad campaign is that this association is not
only happening in representation in ads, but at the much more concrete level of fast food
franchises vending Coke products in tandem with traditional fast foods. Socialism
already had niches for soft drinks consumed with fast foods, Laghidze’s, after all, is as
fondly remembered as a locale where one could buy excellent khachapuris as it was for
its tarragon, cherry, or chocolate-creme soda. Coca-Cola, of course, like all ‘waters’, can
be served as a side-beverage at a supra, to quench the thirst, but ‘waters’ are especially
associated with a specific set of foods, fast foods like khachapuri that are eaten quickly.
In order to move outside the bottleneck produced by the fact that the association of Coke
with McDonalds (same owner) takes Coke and Fast Food out of the purchasing range of
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the average customer (an average meal at McDonalds at Tbilisi is a luxury), and the fact
that individual fast food stands all over the city sell whatever soft drink they sell, or rely
on an independent water’s vendor nearby for their customers, Coke has begun a new
franchise idea linked to this same advertising campaign. In effect, a series of traditional
low-priced Georgian fast food stands, selling baked goods or khachapuris, but always
accompanied by Coke products, and having a standardized form all over Tbilisi. The
attempt was apparently short-lived, many of these stores have closed already by 2007.

Figure 12: Coke Fast Food franchise in Tbilisi (2006)

Wine., The dishes shown represent a full range of Georgian dishes often drunk with different
drinks: kebabs can go quite well with wine and heavy drinking of wine at a supra, so here
Coca-Cola might be taken to contest the hegemony of the supra and wine (chapter 1).
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Beer. On the other hand, Khinkali (meat raviolis, eaten by hand, left ), for example, are
very strongly stereotypically associated with beer (chapter 4).

Waters. On the other hand, Khachapuri (cheese bread), is just as strongly associated by
long tradition (including at the Laghdize’s store) with soft drinks, in particular,
Laghidze’s style flavours of soft drinks.
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Figure 13: Coke Fast Food franchise in Tbilisi (2006): the same ad campaign as
above is used, here however McDonald’s style hamburgers and even cake are
pictured too.

Which brings us back to Laghidze’s factory, which I visited in 2004. The Laghidze’s
factory seems almost like the inversion of a typical capitalist concern, such as the Tbilisi
Coca-Cola company nearby: the building is simply a factory, the entrance unmarked, no
provision for visitors, the uniform here amongst the upper echelons of staff was not a
business suit but a white lab coat, technicians and not businessmen, and these technicians
were nearly all women. I wandered through the hallways, trying to find the person with
whom I had my appointment. The person was not there, but the technical director, Nana,
would come and speak with me in a moment, in the meantime I was directed to wait in an
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adjacent office. Here an ancient man was seated at his desk, occupying himself drawing
various geometric figures with great precision. His current theme was a cone. He
looked up and smiled amiably as I came in and explained myself, leaned back, smiled
again. He began to talk about the problems of the company, as he said, to pass the time.
I pulled out my recording equipment and he smilingly waved them away: “I will tell you
a story, but just, as I say, to pass the time. We are talking here just to divert ourselves,
just to pass the time.” And so we passed the time. I got the impression that similarly,
much of the business of Laghidze’s consisted of passing the time.
Eventually Nana arrived, a bustling, alert and authoritative woman, and we went
to her office. Nana was a technical expert, there was no marketing department at
Laghidze’s. In the middle of the interview we went into an adjacent room, a laboratory,
to acquire some syrup samples. In the room, older women dressed in labcoats wandered
listlessly in a laboratory, alembics and other chemical apparatus of mad scientist vintage
clashing with the lines of houseplants, indexes of kulturnost, on the windowsill. Two of
the lab-coated scientists were talking in a disconsolate fashion. Perhaps as part of a daily
conversation about the failure of Laghidze’s, perhaps an involuntary apology to the rare
visitor, one of them was saying, “We don’t understand business”.
At face value, everything at Laghidze’s illustrated the same set of themes, the
oppositions between a socialist enterprise and a post-socialist, capitalist one, the CocaCola company. Socialist productivism faces off with capitalist consumerism. At Cocacola, business expertise, at Laghidze’s, technical expertise. The two kinds of elites,
capitalist business elites and socialist technical elites, were also a gendered opposition: at
Coca-cola men in suits, at Laghidze’s, women in lab coats. The metaphoric opposition
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between coca-cola and Laghidze’s on the market, recurs in a different way within the
sphere of production, as the opposition between socialist and capitalist enterprises.
All this insistent metaphoric polarization that would seem to posit Coca-Cola as
the international capitalism nemesis of the ailing Laghidze’s concern, the final ‘rival’ that
would take Laghidze to its grave, as the above American commentator has it. But Nana
did not blame Coca-Cola, the most successful competitor, nor did she blame Coca-Cola
as a ‘metabrand’ symbolic of capitalism, for neither was capitalism, personified in Cocacola its most successful brand or not, responsible per se for the demise of Laghidze’s.
No, the problem, she stressed, is a common problem for all brands, capitalist and
socialist, which is the problem of falsification and ‘brandless’ products of unknown
origin. A chemist by training, she proved her point right then and there by making me
pour out a sample of the Nescafe rip-off drink I had brought with me. Testing it
triumphantly, she demonstrated that it was a cheap rip off made out of hastily mixed
flavor powders and tap water, with aspartame instead of sugar. I wasn’t entirely
surprised.
And, indeed, all the other manufacturers I interviewed said much the same things.
In essence, the problem is the state. Not the absence of state subsidies, but the absence of
state controls, leading to problems like falsification of brands, and to generic brands of
unknown origin and low price. She noted that under socialism, the penalties for
falsification were severe ‘They would shoot you’. Now, of course, there are few if any
controls by the state on the competition. The competition takes two forms. One is the
outright falsification of brand names, easily accomplished in a country where empty
bottles and labels, the sign vehicles of the semiotics of brand, are plentiful and easily
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detached from their original product and resold with another product. The other is the
anonymous brands of soft drinks (at that time rife, since banned by 2006).
Nana might be suspected of exaggerating the problems and the dangers, after all, we
capitalist westerners are taught that the highest form of distinction is the avoidance of
brand fetishism. And this, perhaps, is because all the products we consume come with
some form of guarantees, brandname or no-name brand, a kind of ‘generalized goodwill’
that, in essence, none of the products we consume is appreciably more dangerous than
any of the others. In such an environment of generalized goodwill, the primary function
of brand is no longer as a marker of goodwill, a way of associating a product with a
known producer in such a way that the name of the producer acts as a promise or
guarantee of a certain standard of quality. Rather, brands function more as diacritics
within a world of possible consumer identities (Foster 2005). To put it bluntly, we live in
a world where the problem of goodwill is relatively less urgent, the additives and defects
of our products kill us in the long term and not the short term, and after all, in the long
term, we are all dead anyway.
By contrast, then, consider the post-socialist softdrink market. The true ‘rivals’ of
Laghidze’s in a sense are not Western branded goods like Coca-Cola, but unbranded
goods, ‘generic’ bottles announcing the same line of flavors as Laghidze’s. What were
these ‘brandless’ goods? At 15-20 tetri, about 7 cents, of which half is the price of the
bottle, one must not expect that one is drinking either real tarragon extract or even real
sugar. The only ingredients that can be sold at these prices are the brightly colored
powders at the soft-drink ingredients shop at the local bazaar, an alchemist’s shop at the
local bazaar where all the things, other than water, can be bought to begin a microfactory.
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Labels, bottles, powders imported from Russia for flavor, and aspartame. These then are
the ingredients. Nana during her interview gestured at the unspeakable and uncontrolled
methods of production of these micro-factories. Lest she be accused of exaggeration, I
have witnessed the process. In one village, acquaintances showed me the micro-factory
from which they supplied their corner store with soft drinks. The water came from the
tap, mixed in the household bathtub, and bottled and labeled there. By 2006, such
products had been banned as part of general reforms. But the more general point
remains, in a sense, according to Georgian producers, the problem is not actually the new
‘rivals’ of Laghidze’s, newly arrived western brands, but rather, the greater problem for
all producers in this period were brand falsifiers (certainly, an owner of a print shop told
me that over the years of chaos he had printed many falsified brand labels for various
customers), and finally, these ‘brandless’ products.
So much for the problems facing the Laghidze’s product, what of the Laghidze’s
store? One might think, in the Rose Revolutionary period of Neo-liberal reform, a home
grown product instantiating a native son’s own entrepreneurial acumen would have found
a place in the hearts of the neo-liberal reformers. But the Rose Revolution’s neo-liberal
reforms are lovers of sabazro ekonomika (‘Bazaar economy’ i.e. Market economy), they
don’t seem to like bazaars themselves, occupying themselves in the last two years
attacking all petite bourgeois traders, banning small shops and open-air bazaars, in fact,
all attempts by the Georgian population to involve themselves in a capitalist economy in
production and trade seem to elicit nothing in the way of sympathy from these marketminded young men and women who run the government. The reason, on one level, is
that these ‘objects’ (small shops and large open air bazaars) are the result of improper
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privatization, and therefore, must be abolished. On a less overt level, but still often stated
in so many words, is that small stores and bazaars are ‘oriental’, full of brandless goods,
when compared to European style supermarkets, and therefore, a sign of Georgian
backwardness, an irritating socialist or oriental inheritance barring the way to a bright
European future whose exemplar is the brightly lit, hygienic, supermarket, full of
European brand names.
It is in this context, privatization, that Laghidze’s store seems imperiled. Unable to
secure more than a lease from the corrupt officials of the earlier post-socialist period for
the original Laghidze’s storefront (records of original ownership having been destroyed
in the 1930s), Laghidze’s finds itself no more able to secure ownership in the Rose
Revolutionary period when its most recent lease (signed in 1998) ran out in late 2007.
The original reason given both by the Shevardnadze and the Rose Revolutionary
economics minister Bendukidze to Laghidze’s repeated attempts to buy the building was
that it was a ‘historical building’ and therefore not able to be purchased. Later,
apparently, when the government (very given to privatizing everything themselves, even
as they wage a war on everything privatized before their time) ‘discovered’ that it was
not in fact a historical building, it was listed for auction at some unknown date in the
future, without any warning to the Laghidze tenants (Tarhknishvili 2007).
The future of the company, on all levels, seems quite bleak, again the company
serves as a bellwether for the constant vicissitudes of reforming intentions of elites, of
changing ideologies of political economy. If in the immediate post-socialist period the
conflicts that ravaged Georgia made it unable to attract investment or secure foreign
markets it had explored with the transition to post-socialism, the chaotic conditions of the
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Shevardnadze period allowed rampant falsification, now the company appears to be a
target for neo-liberal reforms in the domain of property, apparently unable to reverse
even under what would appear to be ideal ideological conditions the loss of ownership
brought on by socialism (a period under which, ironically this firm remained more firmly
under the control of the Laghidze’s family, now not capitalist owners but socialist
managers)!
To conclude, there was indeed an explosion of brandedness in the post-socialist
economy. New products flowed in, brand-names that had served as icons of the West
before were now encountered as usable, if not affordable, products. At the same time
there was also an explosion of brandlessness, as the promissory quality associated with
brands, the idea that a brand on a bottle indexes a specific producer and a specific style of
product, was undermined on several fronts, including both brandless products and
outright falsification of actual brands. The absence of state regulation under ‘wild
capitalism’ allowed the proliferation of all manner of brandless wildlife. Lastly there
were the misgivings, suspicion, and paranoia of a population whose socialist expectations
had not been domesticated to adopt the category of brand, and who in general doubt the
content of any message, especially messages on bottles. This brings us to the topic of the
next chapter, given that the concept of brand seems under socialism to index that which is
Western, foreign, not ‘ours’, how to manufacture a seeming contradiction in terms, how
to fashion ‘our brands’? And how to convince Georgians to trust brands at all?
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